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By letter of 27 tlay 1981 tne Corincrl re-guested tJre Eurcpean parlianent to deliver
an opinion on the proposat froii the Ccrnnission of tle European Connunities to the Co,ncrl(w. 7-27L/81) for a council decrsion adryting a progranme of research and develcprent
in the field of science arrd teclrrology for develcrpnent t982-r9g5.
on 5 June 1981 the President of the European Parlianent referred this prcposal to
the Ccrraruittee an DeveloplEnt and Cmperation as the ccnmrittee responsi-ble and to the
Cqmittee cn Energy and Research, the Cffr,Littee on the Environnent, public Health and
consurner Frclection and the coinnittee on Budgets for their cpinions"
on 23 June 1981 the Corunittee on Dev-elo;rment and Cocperation appointed l,lrs Rabbethge
rapporteur.
the conrnittee discussed the Conrnission proposal and the draft report at its neetings
of 21 october 1981, 18 March rgaz,2 April r9g2 and30April r9g2.
At its nreeting of 30 April 1982 the ccnrnj-ttee decided by 15 votes with 9 abstentions
to rec[rrL'nd that Parliament approve the cqnnission prcposal subject to the attached anend-
IIEnts. the Conunission inforned the conmr-ittee that it was prepared to accept anen&rents
Nos I to 8.
the conrnittee nevertieless decided to reserve the possiJrility of reccnmending tlat
Parliarent apply Rule 36(2) of the Rules of procedrrre.
The:crmnittee then aiopted the nrotion for a resolution by 15 votes with 9 abstentions.
fhe following tmk part in the vote: Mr Bersani, vice-chairman, lrtrs Rabbethge,
rapporteur, I'1r Cohen, It4r de Courry Ling, l,lrs hry, Mr Enright, I,lr Fel_lermaier, I4rs Feke,
Mr F\rchs, Mr Horell, t4r C. Jackson, Mr Lenner (deputizing for l4r Lecanuet) , W lrez/-,
lilr Liister, lllr lvliche1, l4r Narducci, Mr pannella, l4r papantoniou (deputizing for I,!r Kiihn),
Mr Pearce, Mrs Pruvot (deputizing for Mr sab16), Mr Rinsche (deputizing for lilr vergeer),
llr Sherlmk, Mr War,+rzik, Mr Wedekind.
The opinions of t'he conurdttee on Energy and Research, the ccnnr-ittee on the Environnent,
h:blic Health and Conswrer Proteetion and the Comnittee on Budgets are attached.
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I.
The Conmrittee on Leveiopment and Cooperation hereby submits to the European
Parliarent the follcrvsi.ng arendnerrts and notion for a resolution together with
e<p1anatory statement:
TDfI PROPOSED BY PARLIAMETVI COI4I(ISSION IEI(T
Proposal for a decision adopting a profrramrE
of research anC development in the field of
science and technologry for derrelolxnent 1982-1985
(w. r-27r/81)
AI4ENTI4HVI NO I
Seventh recital Seventi recital
Arend this recital to read:
Whereas it is necessary to establish
greater cmperation among scientists
in the various !4ember States and the
developjrq countries with a view to
facilitating t,he ccxrplementarity of
research and rethodologies and en-
suring easj-er access Eo 'the diffe-
rent networks of scientific relation-
ships established by tJ:e I\4ember States
with their Third World partners;
AljlEilIDMEhTT NO 2
Eleventh recital
Anend this recital to read:
Whereas, in view of the object and
specificity of ttris progranne, which
is carried out in the interest of the
developing ccruntries and should be
jrrpfqented in close cocrperation with
thern, it isconsequently advisable to
Iay do*n special rules for the drs-
sernirration of f.tie resul-ts of the
prolrramrE;
Whereas it is necessar), to establish
greater cocperation amcng scientists
in the various lt{srber States wit}r a
view to facilitatjlg the ccnplerenta-
rity of research and nethodologies and
ensuring easier access Lo the different
networks of scientific relationships
established by the l,lernber States with
their Third World partners;
Eleventh recital
Whereas, in view of the object and
specifity of this prograrne, which
is carried out in the interest of the
developing countries, it is consequently
advisable to 1ay dcrm special rules for
the dissenination of the results of
the progranwe;
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AMENTD,IENT NO 3
Article I
Arend Article 1 to read:
An outline progfanwe of research
and developrcnt to support and
reinforce the scientific activities
of the Member States in the l-ie1d
of science and technology for
&veloprent- to help the developing
corntries, as set out in the anner<
trereto, is hereby adopted for an
initial period of for:r years cqn-
mencing 1 January 1982 with clearly
defined priorities and should be
lo_Il*d W, ,ft.r 
"1o=. ,by a further programne together with
additional finance.
MENDT4H\IT NO 4
4511c}s_J-(a)
Add the follcraring:
'Unde_l the oyefa_I1_ p-rografnre ,tJrefe
shalf- k provjsjon for- ccrrpe_ter&-
bOdie s bas e.{ i,n_ _t4e_ Eu r-opean _CcrrrnLu iry
_tp_ suhnit _theiq cwn- p.rcppsals_ f.or
-res-eef-ch,arrd-d-e_ve_lcErren!-pr_oj,rc_ts,
suFporied by r-s-crrrrendations- or
re$rests f rorn- develop.rn+ couLt-riqe.
The general- criteria- Jor- seLectjng
sueh projects- are_ gryerr- jrt- iVrnex- E-
Itte- Cenrnission 
-irL drcj-ding- Mettrer_
Sush- prejee-t-s- ere- e].jgjble.- $,jfl
_a_I_s_o__f _o_1_1_qO_-ttre__c_o:rStil_Erlipnpro:
ee-dur-es-p-r_oy_isbd-f 
-o::--utxb::_Art_iel_e_3
_o_f __tlr_i_s_!,qg;_1;r!_iqr_.'
Article I
A prograune of research and derrelcp-
ltent to support and reinforce t]re
scientific activities of the l@$er
States in the field of scierrce and
technology for developrrent, as set
out in the annex hereto, is hereby
adcpted for a 6reriod of four years
ccrrarcncing 1 January 1982.
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AMENDMEI\ff NO 5
.ArLicle 2
Anend the first paragraph to read:
Ttre financial requirenent for the
f-irst phase of the progranure is
estinrated at 40 rnillion ECU and
Ehe staff reguirernent at 9
officials. Ihe ECU is defined
in accordance with the fina:cial
regrulations in force"
AMH{DMEX\E NO 6
Art.icle_3_
Add the fo1lor*'ing to Article 3:
Representatives of the developing
countrieq who are experts in the
relevant research areas, shall have
the right to speak in b.oth. Advisory
Ccrmittees on Programne ManagefiEnt
and sha1l be invol-ved in the practicaf
inqrlerentation of the various aspects
of the prograrrne. fn order to ensure
optjnn:m cmrdination between the
Arcicle 2
The financial requirenrent for the
duration of the programre is
estimated at 40 million ECU and
the staff requirenent at 9
officials. The ECU is defined
in accordance with the financial
regnrlations in force.
4$_..Ie._i
The Ccrrrnission shall be responsiJcle
for the execution of the prograrnne.
I\uo Advisory Ccrnnittees on Programre
l4anagenent shal1 be set up, one for
the sub-progranrne'Tropical Agricufturer
and the other for the sub-prograrnme
'Medicine, Health and Nutrition in
the Trcpicsr. The tasks and ccnpo-
sition of the corrn-ittees are defined
in the Council resolution of 18 JuIy
L977 on Advisory Ccxnnittees on
Progranrne Management. Representatives
of the Standing Comnittee on Agrlcul-
tural Research (SCAR), of the Comdttee
on Medical Research and Public Health
(CRM) and of the Technical- Centre for
Agricultr:ral and Rural Cocperation
(CIA) will participate in the work
of these ACPl4s"
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Ccnrni-ssion, on the one hand, and the
prograrne managerpnt ccrmittes on the
other, representatirres of relevant
international organizatsions may attend
these reetings.
AT4ENDIIIHVI NO 7
Article 4
Atrr-'ntl Ar I ir'lr. 4 lo rr,,trl:
During the third year of the prograrune the
Conni ss i on, Wit h Jhe ass l ..it.tnce o.f_r.rrn1re t ent
|1.td"!,-.rr,ltr,-,t lr(_I'_,lttlr.rl rr, lrrr lrr, ll11 ,r r',]!_l_! tlU
tttntilx't I trrtt tlrn th'vt'lr,pitrr; r1'lull I ir'lt, :tlr.rll
evalrr.rlc il 41trl, iI rrer:cssary, [)rrtrosr.: (tl)[rlrt,-
rIaLe rrtdlt lcaL lotrs.
AI4M{DME\TI N"
Article 5
Anend paragraph 3 to read:
The Ccnnr-ission nnrst ccrnrnrnicate this
information prinnrily to ttre develcping
countries, not only those with rvtrich t}e
Ccnrnunity has concluded assaiation or
cocperation agreefiEnts and to the
non-asseiated de'ueloping cor.rntries
r*rich benefit frqn financial and tech-
nical aid frcrn the Ccnrmrnity, but to all
developing countries urtrich urgently require
it and are in a position to use it; it rnay
also nnke ccnrnunication of this information
subject to conditions which it sha11 lay
dc,hrn.
Article 4
l)tu'irrr; ltr, llrlrrl yr,,rt- ol 1lx' [)r(4t..ttltr,,
Llre Crrrunission shall evaluate it and,
if necessary, propose appropriate nodi-
f .ir:aLions.
Article 5
3 - Ttre CccmLission shall ccnrmrnicate the
information and inventions wtrich it
has the right to transnit to the
I\eember States as well as to [Ersons
and undertakings urhich pursue, on
t}te territory of a l,lecrber State or
in a developing country, a research
or a production activity justifying
access to such inforrnation. Ttre
Cquni.ssion may also ccxnrurnicate this
information to the derrelcping countries,
particularly those with r+trich the
Ccnnunity has concluded assrciation
or cootrEration agrenents, and to
the non-asseiated develcping countries
wtrich benefit frcm financial and tech-
nlcal aid frcrn the Ccrnnr:nity; it rnay
also make ccnnnrnication of ttris infor-
mation subject to conditions which it
shall Iay dorm.
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A
iT{OTION E'OR A RESOLUTION
embodying the opinion of the European ParLiament, on the proposal from the
Commission of the European Communities t.o the Council for a decision
adopting a programme of research and development in the field of science
and technology for development L982 - 1985
The European Parliament
a. having regard to the proposal- frorn the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council (COl4 (8f) zLZ final) and the reLevant working
document (SEC(82) 437] ,
B. having been consul.ted by the Council (Doc" L-27L/8L),
C, having regard to the report by the Committee on Development and
Cooperation and the opiSrions of the Committee on Energy and Research,
the Committee on the Environment, PubIic Hea1th and Consumer Protection
and the Committee on Brrflgets, (Doc " L-202/821
D,having regard to the votes on the commission Proposals,
E,having regard to the repolution on the European Community's contribution
to the campaign against world hungerl adopted by the European Parliament
on 18 Septernber 1980,
F, having regard to the 'Vienna Action Programme'2,
G. having regard to the Chasle report on cultural cooperation between the
ACP States and the Community3,
H having regard to the European Parliamentos resolution of I tlay 198L on
the creation of a European Community Foundation for International
Technological and Scient.ific Cooperation4,
1" Welcomes the fact that the Commrssion intends to increase cooperation
with the developing countries in the area of research and development,
especially as the Commission has not put forward any proposals in
this connection since L976;
I oll". 
" 
,rS of 13.1.0.1980, Doc. 1-34 L/80
2 u* Resolution No. 34/218 of 23.L.1980
3 Do.. Acp/EEc/27/BL; resolution in oJ No. c 15 of 2o"x.Lg82
4 os ,oo. c L44 of 15.6.198r
r
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2.
3.
Believes that the programme should make provision for competent
bodies based in the European Community to submit their own proposals
for researeh and development projects, supported by recommenclations
or reguests from developing countries;
Agrees that priority should be given initially to tropical agricutrture
and medicine, health and nutrition within the framework of the
proposed research programme, as both sectors are of fundamental
importance for improving living conditions and the economy in the
developing countries;
4. Considers it necessary, in view of t,he precarious food situation in
most developing count,ries, to give the highest priority to a com-
prehensive programme of intensive agricultural research, as this is an
essential prerequisite for increased agricuftural productivity and a
greater degree of, rural development;
5. Is aware that there is an urgent need for more basic and strategic
research to help the developing countries in the field of agriculture
by supplementing existing FAO assistance prograrnmes and the work of
international agricultural research institutes affiliated to the
CGIAR, since the latter are occupied almost exclusively with applied
research i
stresses, furthermore, that certain types of basic research cannot be
carried out in the developing countries at present because of
inadequate infrastructures ;
6. Advocates, therefore, the expansion of basic agricultural research in
the Community subject to the following conditions:
- European agricultural researchr'as defined in the programme, must be
geared systematically to the real requirements oJ ttre develc5>ing cor:ntries
- the criterion for selecting research institutes to undertake problem-
oriented basic research should be the standard of exceli-ence and not
underuse of available capacity;
7. Regrets in this connection the concentration of the progranxme
exclusively on basic research in the Community and conseguently urges
the Commission to include field research as an equally valid part of
its programme of work subject t-o the forlowing conditions:
-r0- PE 73.553/fin.
- availability of financial resources to carry out the work on-the- (
spot;
- direcL links in the form of cooperat-ive research contracts or
complementary cooperation progralrunes ;
- the complementarity of the work of research centres in the European
Community and of related facilities in the developing countries
must be intensified by means of research partnerships;
- the distribution of work must be based on the tasks to be performed
and t.he resources of the institutes in terms of staff and technical
facilities, with international research institutes being included
in the allocation of work;
- the infrastructure which .fr".ay exists in a nurnber of developinE
countries should be used and expanded by financial and further
training measures;
- promotion of the exchange of scientists from the Community and
the developing countries to work together on long-term research
proj ects ,
specific research activities should be carried out on behalf of
institutes in the developing countries in centres located in the
European Community using the facilities available there, and
certain field-related research work should be carried out by
institutes in the developing countries on behalf of research
centres in the EuroPean CommunitY;
- research should be project-based and be closely coordinated with the
implementation of Projects;
- help must be given to expand or create regional research facil-
ities to cover areas which cannot be tackl-ed by the Consultative
Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR);
selective promotion of interdisciplinary research and an increase
in the publicity work carried out by research institutes in the
developing countries;
development of test facilities for technologies intended for
the developing countries i
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8. Considers that rnany of the proposed research projects in the
area of tropical agri.cult,ure cannot be carried out with the
proposed funds of 30 million ECU or within a period of four
years; considerE that the proposed topics are extremely
important but that, because of the large number of priorities,
overriding objectives have not been set, a scale of priorities
established or specific reseerch topics evaluatedi
Considers it necessary, therefore, to review the contcnt of
the research Programme and, as indicated in detail in the
explanatory statementr f,€CofiInends concentrat'ion on a few key
areas which are not already covered by other multilateral
institutirins;
Stresses that the research work must be concentrated on the
basic needs of the developing countries and that the establish-
ment of a multidiscrplinary research Programme on problems
relating to agricultural production and the development of
agricultural technologies and economies, including forestry
and fisheries, is of crucial importance;
Recommends in this connection an increase in system-oriented and
integral research and more intensive examination of interactions,
reactions and Causal Iinks with reference to cultural identity
and the economic, PoIitical and socio-cuIturaI environment;
Notes that there are substantial gaps in basic research in the
area of troprcal medicine and consequently supports the expansion
of some areas of basic medical research (biochemistry, genetics,
immunology and pharmacy) in the Community, as the WHO's current
programmes cover only certain aspects and as most developing
countries are also not in a position at present to carry out
this high technology research themselves for financial reasons
and because of the Iack of infrastru9tures i. researqh relating
to traditionaL Local medicine should also be included on a
scientific basis;
9.
10"
11.
L2.
1j. tfges that the fulI support of the Community be
research in the developing countries as well as
vities in the Community and that the developing
given to relevant
to research acti-
countrles be given the
PE 73 553ft.in
-L2
necessary f inancial and tcchnical. at;si.stance to set up their own
basic research infrastructures;
:-4. Draws the Commission's attention to the fact that the costly
health service of the industrialized countries cannot simply
be transferred to the third world and would therefore like the
Commission,s proposal to say something about how health services
can be most effectively organized and the most common diseases in
the developing countries combated at the least cost i
15. Calls also for active support for specialized research centres
engaged in the development of medicines for use in tropical
countries and vaccines for the lnass treatment or prevent ion o[
major epidemics;
16. Considers it necessary, given that the resources availabi.e are
Limited to I0 million ECU, to redefine the priorities for
research into diseases as proposed in the explanatory
statement and, in particular, t.o delete some researeh projects
which are not geared to the specific needs of the tropics;
L7. Hopes, on the other handr that the subject area 'capacity and
fitness of people at work' (ergonomics), particularly in the
rural areas of the tropics, will be included in the research
pro9ramme i
18. points out that, in addition to basic researchr priority must
be given to evaluating and applying existing researeh findings
with particular emphasis on:
collating, publishing and applying existing programmes and
adapting known methods and treatments for use at village
level, particularly in the case of undernourishment and
malnutrition of mother and chj Id, diarrhoea and tetanus;
developing new methods for treating known but as yet
unsolved problems such as pneumonia and eye and skin
diseases t
ectablishing methods for gathering data on the health
situation and developing basic health services which would
be suitable for most developing countries;
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19. Considers the link between medicine and social science
mentioned in the chapter on environmental health to be very
important, as the research projects shou'l.d be establj.shed on
a multidisciplinary basis where possible from the very outset;
20 " Regrets that the Commission document mentions only an effective
European research potential and demands therefore that the
training of scientists from the developing countries be
included in the programme and that account be taken of this
in the budget, as it represents a very important long-term
investment i
2I. Emphasizes that the research programme in the interest of the
developing countries can be carried out successfully only if
the san€ !$6ight is attached to trainihg and further training
in the developing countries as to the eontent of the research
itself, with such training being geared to t,he target groups
in the developing countries given the need to establish local
research teams to carry out development-oriented research;
22. Attaches great importance to further training for teachers
in research and advisory servi<:es, as there is a great shortage
of experts in research administration and management;
23. Considers that it is absolutely essential, particularly in the
area of medical training, for the Community to assist medical
schools in the developing countries by means of bilateral projects
and the provision of experts within the framework of Ehe
research programmes, since the teaching of medicine can be geared
more closely to real needs if it is provided in the developing
countries themselves;
24. CaIIs for appropriate preparation of doctors from the developing
countries trained in the Community for the professional duties
they will have to perform in their home countries; given the
brain drain problem, consideration should also be given to the
possibility of providing reintegration assistance for doctors
when they return to their home countries, as is already the case
under some of the bilateral agreements concluded by EEC Member (
States;
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25. Regards the promotion of Partnerships between institutcs and
twinning arrangements in the case of similar structures and
areas of research as important, and calIs for appropriate
funding for travel exPenses, particutarly those of guest
researchers from the developing countries visiting the Community;
26. Is aware that the transfer of available research results to
developing countries is stiII inadequately organized and
coordinalgdralthoughgoodinformationsystemsexistto
which the developing countries have access; however, as the
use of such systems is a question of cost and leve1 of training,
appropriate agsistance from the Community is urgently needed;
27. Considers the existing information systems to be adequate,
but urges the Commission to study ways of making greater use
of the EurOpean information network 'Euronet-Diane' in the
development PoIicY area;
28. profoundly regrets in this connection that the Technical Centre
for Cooperation in Agriculture and Rura1 Areas provided for in
Lome II has still not begun its work and urges that it do so
as soon as Possible;
considers that one of the tasks of the centre should be to dis-
seminate knowledge, to consider how relevant this knowledge is
in practice and to aPPIY it;
29. Stresses the importance of the resolution contained in the Lagos
' PIan, as it is the first time a declaration by the developing
countries of one continent has attached special importance to
the promotion of science and technology, and asks the Commission
to take account of the Lagos PIan when implementing its
Programme;
30. Considers that a Community programme need not necessarily
lead to duplication of work, provided the projects are
designed to fill gaps and are coordinateo with those of other
organizations;
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31.
32.
33.
ca11s, therefore, on the Commission to set up consultabion
machinery and to initiate coneerted action to improve
coordination; considers furthermore that it wourd be ueefur
to take advantage of the activities and connections of the
research networks and centres created by the FAo, wHo and
cGrAR to achieve more concentrated and coordinated action;
Regards the proposed programme as merely a first step, since
most basic research projects require a long-term approach
extending welI beyond 
_the qroposed four-year periodr ind
considers that the programme can fulfil its purpose onry
if there is a folrow-up programme which arso covers the
important field of energy;
considers that something can be achleved in the first phase
with the 40 million ECU availabre, provided it is concentrated
on serected research activities and werl-thought-out projects
which will have a multiplier effecti proposes, however, that
additional finance be made availabre for other programmes in
these areas because of the long-term nature of the research;
Regards the proposed arrocation of budgetary resources as
highly provisional, since detailed priorities in the individual
research areas must first be establishecl; points out, further-
more, that this research programme invorves non-compursory
expenditure;
34. Stresses that the implementing provisions will determine the
rear varue of the programme for the deveroping countriesi urges,
therefore, that detailed rules be lad-d down for decision-taking,
management and supervision, so that the programme objectives
can not only be achieved with the desired level of efficiency
and flexibility but are also consonant with the real require-
ments of the developing countries i
35. considers it important to ensure that, when agreements are
concruded and the imprementation of the programme is being
monitored, officiale from DG vrrr should be involved as werr
as t-hose from DG XII;
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36. Considers that it is crucial,at aIl staqes of implementation,
to avoid giving the impression that European researclr
institutes which previously worked mainLy overseas might
be interested primarily in pursuing their own research
activities with the support of the Community;
37 - stresses that, from the beginning, great care must be taken
to ensure that European research institutes do not increase
or embark on research which is primarily in their own interest
has littIe or no relevance to the priorities mentioned here or
is determined by decision6 concerning the needs of the developing
countries which take no account of the latters' viewsi
38. Urges, therefore, that t.he developing countries should not only
have the right to make known their views in the two Advisory
Committees on Programme Management (Article 3 of the proposal
for a Council decision) planned for the two sub-programmes but
shourd arso be represented in the work involved in aIl the
aspects of the progranme;
39. Considers, furthermore, that, in order to achieve optimum
- coordination between the Commission and the programme
management committees, it would be useful for representatives
of the FAO and the WHO to take part in these meetings;
40- Considers that the programme as a whole will be meaningful
only if research institutes in the developing countries
are invoLved in the work from the outset and if the Community
at the same time support-s research centres in the developing
countries in their efforts to expand their own local research
and development capacity;
4L- Urges that the optional provision contained in Article 5 be
made binding, as the Commission must pass on the results of
the research to the developing countries, since the programme
was conceived primarily to benefit- them,
42. Demands that the information be given not only to countries
with which the Community has specific association or
cooperation agreements but to aII developing countries which
urgently reguire such information and are in a position to
use it;
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43. Ca Ils on the commission to consider to what extent existing
community instruments and facilities available under the
community development policy could be used for this research
programmeinthedevelopingcountries,particularlywith
reference to the transfer of scientific knowledge;
44. Stresses, in Conclusion, that it can and will endorse the
research programme only if the commission takes account of
aII the amendments to the proposal for a Council decision
and of the demands set out in the resolution'
45. Instructs its President to forward the Commission proposal
asamendedbytheEuroPeanParlj'ament'togetherwiththe
resolution a9 Parliament'8 opinion, to the Commission and
the Council.
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BEXPLANATORY STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION:
Need for science and applied research to be incfuaea in tne qe
quidelines on development Policv
l. The third development decade must be marked by increased internatio4al
cooperation between the industrialized and the developing countries if
jreater progress is t<> be made with development policy at the end of the
current decade than was the case at the close of the first and second I
decades. There have, undoubtedly, also been some encouraging developments
in the past and, indepd, the situation would be even more worrying had
it not been for certain aid measures.
Unfortunately, the vicious circle of poverty has not been broken over.
the past two development decades. The situation of most developing
countries is still characterized by subsistence economies, inadequate.
industrialization, widespread illiterdcl-unemployment, epidemics, a high'
rate of population growth, heavy international borrowing, poor exPort
performance and lOw foreign exchange revenues, but, above all, by hunger'
The European parliament's report on the European Communityrs contribution
to the campaign against wortd hungert unequivocally highlights this
point. The EAO and the World Food Council continually point out that
between 500 million and L,3OO million people are undernourished, over half
of them children. A third of all children born in the devetoping countries
die of undernourishment before the age of five. In 1980 alone 50 million
people, including 13 million children, died of hunger or associated
diseases. Hunger threatens not just individual regions but whol-e continents.
In its 1980 world development report the World Bank states simply that
undernourishment is most widespread in Africa and Southern Asia2.
2. The developing countries and the industrialized nations must try to work
out the future requirements and objectives of development policy and formu-
Iate a systematic and coherent development strategy. Development policies
must not - as was often the case in the past - consist of a series.of
individual measures. As the developing countries are primarily responsible
for their own economic and social development, they must step up their
efforts and put forward their own plans.
The industrialized countries must come up with clear ideas on the whole
range of their future economic, financial, politicaf and cultural relations
with the developing countries. If assistance is to be meaningful, they
must, above all, have a new understanding of how the various third world
countries could develoP. '
1 fSnnEnO report, Doc. ]--34L/80; resolution adopted on 18 September l-980'
OJ No C 255 of 13 October 1980, pp. 37 et seq
2 world development report 1980, Worlil Bank, August 1980
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3. It is appropriate at this point to consider whAt the traditional economic
doctrines of the industrialized countries mean for the third world'. The
answer is simple: political economy as taught in the industrialized. world
and practised in economic policy is not really of much practical use in the
third wor1d. Bearing in mind the objectives of a rational development
policy, it has not been possibte so far to adapt tra.ditional economic
theory to suit the circumstances of the developing countries. These
countries therefore do not have reliable guidelines on which to base their
economic policy. The 'economics of under-development', if we can caLl it
that, is still in its infancy and very few economic strategies are based
on the conditions in the least-developed countries. The economic variables
of consumption, employment and savings, which are so centraf to post-
keynesian economics, tel1 us little about the situation in the developing
countries, as the emphasis is wrong: the time factor, which is of secondary
importance in such models, is particularly important for an analysis of
the situation of the developing countries. One need only Lhink of the
strong pressure of population growth, which must be curbed if efforts to
stimulate economic growth are to be successful.
Furthermore, models of this kind do not take account of such important
factors as regionaf imbalances. Far too tittle attention is paid to the
role of agricultural and social structures and little account is taken of
the differences in attitude and behaviour between the peoples of the
industrialized and devel-oping countries. The economic theorists of the
industrialized countries have little need to concern themselves with
infrastructures and administrative apparatus. The development economist,
who works on the assumption of a given institutional framework, will
undoubtedly have some unpleasant surprises in store for him-
The developing countries can simply no longer afford to copy the economic
behaviour of the industrialized countries. Time is short- The
industrialized countries must afso participate in this process in an
enlightened way. The sooner the developing countries find an economic
structure which suits them, the sooner their economic and social
situation will improve.
The demand for better quality development aid is not new. However, for
such improvements to be made, substantially greater resources than
before must be allocated for the preparation of development activities,
practical research must be stepped up and projects must be carefully
planned.
Generally speaking, the objective of development aid is to provide
assistance, but also to introduce innovationsi new technologies, new
structures and new instruments to promote development. Whether inno-
vations are useful or not depends on the stage at which the historic
socio-economic system of the developing countries collapsed or encountered
difficulties in adapting to a constantly changing environment. If these
4.
5.
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difficulties are to be identified, further information will be necessary
and arso a wirlingness to respect what arready exists. Any change entails
risks for the developing countries. Care must therefore be taken' The
industrialized countries, particularly those responsible for development
policy, should make greater efforts with regard to technical aid and spend
Eore money on selected aid measures. Furthermore, the credibility of
technical aid depends on research being undertaken with a view to intro-
ducing changes, as the ill-considered transfer to the developing countries
of technicat progress, which was the basis of our own development' was
oneofthegreatestfaultsofdevelopmentaidinthepast.Thekindof
changes which the,developing countries urgently need must, as a rule,
bebroughtaboutbySneansofresearch,forexample,intoMexicanwheat
varieties.
6. one area which must therefore be given more weight in the overall design
of development policy is science and applied research. consideration
should also be given to whether the normal forces of competition and the
market provide foreign investors and exporters of capital goods and
machinery with sufficient incentive to adapt their production technology
Lo the specific conditions of the developing countries. The Irtember States
of the Community and the Community itself should therefore intensify their
efforts to develop specific intermediate technologies geared to the needs
of the developing countries. Thcre has been too little emphasis to date,
within the framework of the Community's development policy, on using the
immense potential of the modern research facilities available in the
communi-ty to solve the special problems of the developing countries '
The success achieved in developing particularly high-yielding rice,
wheat and maize seed varieties suited to the conditions of production in
the developing countries shows what applied research can achieve'
Greater international cooperation in the field of science and technologY
- the Vienna action programme
The UN did not reaIly deal with science and technology as a political
question during the first two development decades. The United Nations
conference of experts on the application of science and technology to
help the less-developed areas did lead in 1963 to the creation of a
scientific advisory committee on science and technology, which
presented a so-called world action plan in L97L. In this plan, research
and development were treated for the first time as independent develop-
ment instrunents and the industrialized countries were urged to increase
their development aid for this purpose. The United Nations Committee
on Science and Technology for Development was set up in 1973 with ttie aim
of eliminating the unegual distribution of scientific and technological
facilities between industrialized and developing countries-
A.
7.
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Just over 3E of the total funds and 13? of the staff available for research
and development are concentrated in the developing countries. 638 of the
licences exchanged are between Western industrialized countries, 242 between
Socialist countries, 10E between Western and Socialist countries and only
3E between the developing countries and other states. The following
guestions therefore arise:
- How can the serious imbalance in the distribution of resources
be changed?
- How could the difficulties in the way of a fairer distribution
be eliminated, at. least partially?
8. In recent years the developing countries have become aware of the fundamental
importance of science and technology for their development process. This
became very clear at f.he conference on science and technology (UNCSTD) held
under the auspices of the United Nations from 20 to 31 August. 1979 in
Vienna. The main objBctive of the UNCSTD is to adopt an action programme
so that science and tpchnology can be used to create ar eoonomiialLy,rational lnter
nationil division of labour, which, according.to a IIN de-eiSion, would'gecure
for the devdl-oping countries 20? of the world's industrial Srroduction by'the
of the century
The agreements between the industrialized and developing countri-es
negotiated at the Vienna conference may be regarded as the first step
towards the creation of indigenous economic and industrial capacity in
the third world. I{hat was actually agreed at the Vienna conferencel? A
new financing facility is to provide funds for scientific and technical
aid. This fund, to be administeed in the meantime by the UN development
organization UNDP, will be financed from voluntary contrlbutions from the
industrialized countries. The agreement reached at the conference does,
however, provide for a mininum of 5250 million in the interim period
1980/198L. What happens after that depends on the outcome of a study in
preparation in the UN on the long-term financing of research and development
in the third wor1d. In addition to the new fund, the developing countries
have also secured an agreement for the setting up within the UN framework of
an intergovernmental conrnittee on science and technology in the service of
development, oPen to all countries. This committee rvill be responsible for
the transfer, application and promotion of scientific and technical research
in the developing countries and will also have a say in financial matters.
Novertheless, no solutions were found to the most importanl: probtems discussed
at the conference: how the developing countries can acquire the technical
infrastructure and staff to enabLe them to make better use of science and
technology, and how and in which areas the indusgri.lized countrles can-.best
help the third world.
_-:--'i 
---
-See Vienna action prograrme for science and technology in: 'Entwicklungspotitik'ldocuments relating to development, policy, No. 56, German I,linistry for economicCooperation, August 1980, p. 40 et seq.
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:9. The conclusions of the sacond UNCSTD, the so-called Vienna Prograntme, were
adopted by the UN Generat essembly.l The two main objectives of the.Vienna
Programme are:
- t.o increase the developing countries' scientific and technical resources,
- to organize the current system of international relations in the area of
science and technologY.
The Vienna Programme focuses on three main points in the area of cooperation
between industrialized and devefoping countries:
- access for the rest of the international community to the findings
of research and development work carried out in the rich countries i
- substantially hrgher research spending by the industrialized countries
on solving scientific problems of vital importance to the develo5ling
countries i
- support by developed countries and internatlonal organizations for
the third world countries' efforts to build up their own scientific
potential and to train scientists and technicians '
10. As the Commission rightty emphasizes in its proposal, the Community has not
taken any initiatives on research folLhe benefit of the third world in
recent years; the same also applies to the transfer of research findings.
This is surprisingr €ls cooperation with the developing countries in the area
of scientific and technological devetopment was discussed in the Scientific
and Technical Research Committee (CREST) as long ago as L976' CREST event
went as far as to set up an ad hoc working party at the suggestion of the
Commission to prepare the way for action by the Community in 'this field'
According to the Commission, the work of this ad hoc worl<j-ng party did not
lead to any practical results, as a wide-ranging discussion had already begun
at international leve1 aimed at investigating ah.= 11"1. lTtrsn in connection
,with ways of speeding up the appiication of science and technology in the---
developing coun.tries. These discussions then led to the UNCSTD Conference
in Vienna and to the adoption of the above-mentioned action programme.
According to the Commission proposal, the programme is a development of
the preparatory work carried out by the CREST ad hoc working party since
1g76.2 f:n" programme contains the most important recornmendations of the
IUN resolution No 34/218 of 23 January 1980
zProposal for a Council decision adopting a prograrune of research and developmentin the fields of science and technology for development 1982-1985
(COM( 81) 2L2 f inal, 4 lvlay 198I, p. 7 )
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working p.rty's report. As the commission document stresses that tne.relfm-
mendations of the ad hoc worl(ing party did not read to practical action-r
one wonders why these recommendations were neglected for years and were
notapparentlyreviveduntittheoutcomeoftheViennaconferencewag
known. Given the importance of science and technology for the economic
developmentofthedeve}opingcountries,onecannothelpbutwonderwhy
the commission,s proposal was not Presented untit May 1981' when the uN
conference ended in August 1g7g with the adoption of a specific programme'
AstheCommissionpreventsit,theprogrammeliesatthepointofinter-
section of two communlty policies, the poricy of cooperation with the
developing countries and the science and technotogy policy. The programme
isnotdesignedtogiveacomprehensiveanswertotheproblemsofthe
third wor1d, but to act as an incentive and to supplement national policies '
IndrawingupitsproposalrtheCommission'smainconcernhasbeento
promoteinaselectiveandsustainedmanner,thoseareasofresearchin
Europe which could be of most help in providing solutions to the developing
countries' economic and social problems '
Inselectingpriorityareasforresearch,accountwastakenofthetwo
majorprinciplesoftheCommunity,sgeneralpolicyondevelopment,namely:
- 
promoting cooperation with the poorest countries'
-concentratingonareaswhichcouldhelpsaLisfytheprimary
needs of the -.hird world'
onthebasisoftheseprinciplesfourpriorityresearchareaswere
identif ied:
- the Problem of nourishmen'c,
- human health 
'
- diversifYing energy sources '
- developing natural and mineral resources '
13. Because of the large amount of funding required, the priorities were
further narrowed. down and concentrated on certai-n sectors' It is intended'
for example, to concentrate on promoting those areas of direct and indirect
interest to tropical regions. The commission proposal therefore provides
for the progranme to concentrate on agriculture and health' mainly because
L2.
1iuia. p. 6
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the laboratories and research institutes in the Community which specialize
in these areas have substantially scaled down their activities in recent
years, while the developing countries have increased their efforts in the
same areas. This does not mean, however, that research activities in the
areas of energy and natural resources and minerals are to be cut back. In
these areas it is not so much a question of developing new techniques as of
transferring and adapting available knowledge.
1"4. Instead of developing a whole range of new theories in the Community on
rural development, food, energy policy, medical research, etc., of which
there are already enougir, existing discoveries should be col1ated,
catalogued and evaluated and, above a1.1, efforts should be made to devise
ways of carrying out projects that have been successfully tried in other
developing countries. If, for example, positive results are obtained from
studies in the field of industrial cooperation or from the work of the much-
needed Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation provided
for in Lom6 II, this experience must be passed on by the ACP institutions
or the responsible Community bodies to other developing countries, especially
the non-associates. Unfortunately, there is sti1l too much experimentation
without coordination, which means that money urgently needed elsewhere is
wasted and valuable research facilities are unnecessarily committed. To
remedy this situation the Commission should be made responsible for
gathering the research data produced throughout the world which is of most
relevance to the developing countries, comparing it with the data available
in the Community and coordinating it with current research activities so as
to avoid duplication of effort.
L5.Mention must be made of the diversification of sources of energy, an area
left out of the Commission's programme for financial reasons. We al-L know
that money is in short supply at present and yet, given the price of oil
and the high level- of indebtedness of most developing counLries, the discovery
of alternative and especially cheap sources of energy is of fundamental
importance for their economic developmentl. The Joint Committee referred
to this in its final declaration of 26 February 19812.
Particular attention should be paid to the following areas: Identifying
the energy needs and potential of the developing countries, exploiting their
energy resources and promoting more rational use of energy, analysing and
developing the various renewable sources of energy (so1ar and wind power,geothermal
eneily and hydroelectric power and biomass)and training the necessary staff. - '
Specific and systematic action is particularly necessary in the field of energy.
As energy research has recently increased substantially in the industrialized
countries because of the huge rise in oil prices, the Community must do a]l it
can to acquaint the developing countries with the most recent technological devel-
opments in thls area. There must be joint efforts in the areas of cooperation and
research and technology. The Commission should create a special data bank in which
the most important research results coul-d be stored and consulted at any time. The
Committee on Development and Cooperation eonsiders that j-n vlew of its importance
energy cannot be left completely out of the Commission programme.
See report by H.E. Nuri Khalil Siddig on cooperation in the field of energy,drawn
up in tlre conto(t of the work of the Joint Ccnrnittee (We/222); See also report by I,!r FlHmig on
cmperation with ttre developing cor:ntries in the field of energy (W. L-74/79)
AcP-ffi Consultative Assenrbiy, Joint Ccnnrixtre (W@/215 final)
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L. Deve nt and tation of technol ies to the specific uirements
of the developing countries
16. The word'technology' is generally used to refer to all procedures
which help to solve a given problem by means of technical, commercial and
organizational knowledge and ability. The financial, material and human
resources deployed in the context of financial and technical aid can be
used effectively only insofar as the technology employed permits.
For the developing countries, t.he transfer of technology in the
context of technical aid occupies a special place. It also includes the
secondment of experts anrf the expansion of the education system in the
developing countries. Technical assistance should be seen no more than
a limited contribution to the promotion of technology, as the real objective
is education in the widept sense. An analysis of many of the studies and
projects carried out in the past two development decades unfortunately
pointed to the conclusion that many of the technologies ,nsed in the
developing countries were not only inappropriate to the particular circumstances
of the areas but could not even be used as there was no-agio-economic p'lanning
and appropriate manaqement in about 80E of the cases: what was mi-ssing.was not
so much a highly sophisticated management sysq6ri, bul 
-quite 
-simply people
famifiar with basic econpmic concePts. This means that financial qSBistance
alone without the corresponding human investment can not make a fun'damental
or lasting contribution Fo the fight against any country's eoonomic under-
development.
17. In discussing the inclusion of science and applied research within the
overall framework of development policy, a distinction must be made between
three types of technology transfer:
transfer of available knowledge,
procedures and technologies in the widest sense which could
be useful for the developing countries,
- 
the acquisition of new research findings geared to the
spclfic requirements of the developing countries.
18. The transfer of avaitable knowledge from the industrialized countries
has not functioned successfully in the past and has even had adverse
effects. If the economic and social situation of the countries of the
third world is to be improved, new ways have to be found and appropriate
technologies must be used. For this to be successful, the technologies
developed in the industrialized countries must be bxamined from the point
of view of their suitability to the specific conditions pertaining in a I
given developing country and must, if necessary. be modified.
19. Various analyses carried out by the publishers of the 'World Plan of
Action', the regional planning staff for science and technology in various
UN organizations, and UNESCO have produced lists of areas in which reseafch
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and technology for the promoti-on of growth in the poorest countries are
lacking and should therefore be encouraqed in the future as a matter of
,lpriority.- A generar feature of Lhe proposals is that they contain
recommerrdations for the development and dissemination of technology on
the basis of the following criteria:
- technologies mus't have a higlr development value and should
sLrengt.hen muLual econrcmic linkages between industry and
agriculture and between urban and rural 
"r""=2,
- technologies Inust be labour-intensive and take account of
the objectives of employment policy in the deveLoping countries;
- know-how and pechnical knowledge rnust be geared to the
absorption caltacity of the recipient countries3.
rt was wit.h these depands in mind that the concept of so-called
'applied or intermediate l:echnologies' was developed,4 technologies which, were
primarily labour-intensive and suited to the environment and production
conditions in the developing countries and t.o the technical know-how and
creativity of the broad mhss of the population5.
20. Since the oil price rises Lhe main focus will have to be on basic
llechnologies, as energy-intensive technorogies are no longer economic4$y
viable" Ilost of the delzeloping countries with few indigenous 
"u, 
q,$x.d"i.f"
lialve incurred such a high level of debts in recent years to pay fotr increas-
ingly expensi-ve oil imporLs L.hat they must now switch to technoloqies with
low energy consulnption requirements. Basic technologies are also more in
t.une with the lifestyle and facilities of local populations than complicated
methods. They help to reduce unemployment and provide an i-mportant contribution
to the strategy of encouraging self-hetp.
ISee United Nations,trrlorld Plan of Action for the Application of Science
and Technology in Development,New York 197L, p.95 et seq.
2see m.Ghandour,J.I,liiller:A New Approach to Technological Dualism,Reprint
Serj-es of the International Institute of Management,I/73-62,January 1975,
,second edition.
'See R.Solo,The Capacity to Assimilate Advanced Technology in: American
Economic Review,Vol 56,1966, p" 91 et seq.
4see G.Jones, The Role of Science and Technology in Developing Countries,
London 197L, p 21 et seq.See also E.F.Schumacher,Small is beautiful, a
.Study of Economj-cs as if Feople Mattered,London 1973
'See G.Jones, op.cit" rp.143
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21. Communitydevelopment policy must concenLrate on the following a{gpects
of research and technologY:
- satisfying the basic needs of the population,
- exploiting natural resources,
promoting scientific and technological infrastructures
in Ehe developing countries.
If Lhese objectives are to be achieved, general research and technology
policy must be geared to the requirements of the developing countries,
greater use must be made of science and technology in the context of
development policyn and development policy must be integrated with the
overall research and teclrnology policy. In addition to cooperation in
the developing countries themselves, there must be a substantial increase
in those areas of research in t.he Member States which are relevant to the
needs of the developing countries. Priority research activities incluHe:
improving food production, promoting the production of high protein foods
in particular, tropical medicine, rural development, alternative energy?
sources, explb$ting raw material sources, desalination, birth control and
the use of satellites for meteorological and other purposes.
22" It is also important to concentrate research spending on a more
.negronal and thematic basis in future with a view to developing inter-
disciplinary research in certain key areas, as the need for concentration
of research spending is not dictated simply by timited iesources.
When research in the area of developmenL. policy is considered from
the point of view of applied development strategies, a certain discrepancy
can be noted in that the principles of Community development policy dictate
that technical aid should be given accordj-ng to the level of povert.y and
need, with the result Ehat the least-developed countries are the main focus
of r.egional objectives.l th" aim is primarily to secure suppJ.ies of foodstuffs
for the population by increasing agricultural production and improving storage
methods, raising the qualrty of foodstuffs so that peop-le are better nourishedr.
and promoting srna1l-scale farming. Howeve:_, research cannot always be
detdrmined by a region's delfee'of need, but depends 
-on whether a proposed
research project is feasible in a parti-cul.ar country or not. The main
prerequisites are suitable research infrastructures, including staff and
technical equipment.
tr"" t" aat= .onnection the report by Mr Cohen on the communication from
the Commission of the European Communities to the Council on the UN
Conference on the least-developed countries (Paris, l-14 September 1981),
Doc. L-330/8L
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21" The guiding principle in seeking suitable technologies for
the developing countries should be practical experrence r^rith
development aid. The technologj-es avaj.Iable to us and adapted
by us must be incorpora-ted in Practical development aid, as
tlre disseminaLion of appropriaLe labour-intensive technoiogi-es is an
essential prerequisite for the launching of a genuine broaoiyrlaesil
development process in the developing countries. Isolated pockets of
growth in modern settings must gir.re way to broadly-based development which
involves t.he bulk of the population in the growth process. Instead of
rgrot'rth first, distribution later' the motto should be rgrowth through mass
participation in the prodrrction process'1. In addition, any institution
which is intended to help the developing countries secure better access
to our technological poteptial must itself have access to this potential -
to industry, research centres, universities, data banks, patents and
licences.
24. The developing countries need new technologies which, above all,
require Iittle capital or energy input, Production methods must be devised
which will a]low the family and the sma1l village community to satisfy more
of their basic requirements themselves. If unemploymen{1, poverty and under-
nourishment are to be combated successfully, it is not enough merely to
provide more help, i"e. to increase the flow of financial resources from
the industrialized to the developing countries. What 1s required is a
different, and new form of assistance which, at the same time, offers
practical technical alternatives. The emphasis must be on technologies
which can be taken over by most developing countries at the least cost.
II. Inclusion of science and technology in the North-South Dialogue. -
' Formulation of a code for the transfer o_f. technology
25, The question of technology transfer has been at l:he centre of aI1 the
world Lrade cronferences held so far (UNCTAD). There are two aspects to this
question 
- a new lega1 framework for transfers and a progra[me to increase
the developing countri.esr technological facilities. The developing
countries are calling for the introduction of a 1egaIIy binding code of
conduct for the transfer of technofogy. They are demanding easier and
free access to the modern technology of the industrialized countries (patents,
licences, production processes) so that they can expand their own facilities.
As these questions will remain in the fore-front during the North-South
negotiations, the Committee on Development and Cooperation hopes that, the
Cornmission will draft a report drawing conclusions from past experience and
setting out the various points of view and proposals"
lKorrr"d Leitz: A fundamental change
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung of
in the field of development,
p. 9
is necessary
15 JuIy 1981,
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26. UNCTAD-, the United Nations Committee o,r the Application of Science
and Technology to Development, and the Tnternational Chamber of Commerce2,
Ermong others, have drawn up proposals on technology transfer. All the
recommendations are aimed at preventing conflict between firms and developing
countries by means of multilateral agreements and promotlng internatio-n-E-f-- -
technology transfers3. However, as long as the guidelinecontinue Lo be applied
rigidly rather than flexibly and take no account of special circumstances in
individual cases, draft codes of conduct will not only fail to meet the
objective of a wicle-ranging and 6omprehensive transfer of technology, but
there will also be 1itL1e chance of developing countries and industrialized
countries reaching agreerfient on t.hem4. rt the t,ransfer of technology
demanded by tte developing countries is to be achieved, what is needed above
aII is a climate of confidence.'
27 
" The Commission proposal states that 'The programme occupies a
position in the general cont.ext of the gradual redefining ofrthe sharing
of know-how and scientific capacity between North and South,''. It also
states that 'This policy, which has evolved considerably with Lhe passage
of time and which co-exists alongside the policies of the l{ember States,
is based on an objective recognition of the close and lasting interdependence
of tbe economies of North and South'6'.
Scientific and technical cooperation and the transfer of technology
are therefore to be regarded as fundamental elements of the North-South
Dialogue. The Commission must therefore be urged to draw up constructive
proposals for t.he forthcoming globaI North-South negotiations which wilI
help contribute to the es'tablishment of a Community policy on scdence and
technology fon the benefit of the developing countries, while 't,akfiig-fnLo
r?ccount and sa$gguardinE the ptoperty rights of those transferririg thi
technology and the legitimate interests of the developing countries.
'l
-See S. PatheI. Transfer of Technology and Developing Countries, in:
Technos, April-June L972, p. 28 et seq
2Thu tr.nsfer of technology for developrhent,.International Chamber of Commerce, No 340,
'publications of theParis 1979
3see UNCTAD, The Eossibility and Feasibility of an international Code ofConduct on Transfer of Technology, TD/B/AC. Ll/22, p" 4l et seq
4see in this connection Thomas wtilde, New Int.ernational Economic ord.er andInternatj-onal Economic Law in Annex to the vleeklyrDas Parlamentr , B2O/8]-,16 May 1981, p.10
c
-commission proposal on the adoption of a research and deveropmentprogramme 
.,op.cit., p.I
5ibid, p.5
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As.se.ssge.nt oj. the C.omm-issi.on p.r-oposal:
The proposed research and development programme is designed
and intensify the research activities of the l'lember states
areas of development aid. Provision is made for promoting
development activities within the following sub-progralnmes:
to support
in selected
research and
tropical agriculture,
medical care, public health and nourishment in tropical areas.
The first of these spb-progranrmes covers questions relating Lo the use
of water supp'1ies, tire maintenance and improvement of the soil and crgp
protection, as well as the improvement of agricultural production' AIso
included are efforts to improve the processing and canning of agricultural
produce.
The second sub-progranme is particularly aimed at combating infectious
tropical diseases, investigating the related genetic and hygiene factors
and aspects of nourishment and their influence on health.
29.. The committee on Development and cooperation welcomes the comnission's
intention to increase cooperation with the developing countries in the
field of research and developmen!, especially as the primordial importance
of agricultural and medical research for long-term improvements in
agricultural production and fundamental improvements in the health
services is generally recognized. As the commission has failed to put
forward any further proposals in this area since L976, it is both important
andproperthatafreshstartshouldatlastbemade.
It goes without saying that everything possible must be done to avoid
creating the impression that European institutes are increasing or'
embarking on research which particularly furthers their own interes.ts
or is based on preconceived ideas of what the developing countries
need. unfortunately, the choice of words in parts of the commission
text, particularly on page 7, has ted to different interpretations
being placed on the objectives and goals of the proposals. This became
abundantly clear during the initial discussions in the committee on
Development and the opinion of the committee on Energy points in the
same direction. It is possible, from a rapid perusal of the Commission's
proposals, to conclude that the main emphasis is to be on expanding the
community,s research facitities. It should therefore have bean made
clearer that research must be geared more to the requirements of the
developing countries ttaan totha concerns of the industrialized countries'
A supplementary Commission working documentl does, however, emphasize that
the idea is to use some of the Member Statesr research facilities to tackle
rsrc(az) 437 of 12 March 1982
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hiqh-tecnnology programmes and orojects for the solutioh of
urqent nrohl-1rms -hj-ch +-ha rlerrelonino COUntries canngt yLt,Carry
out alone. The Commission's communication to the Council on
scientific and technical research and the European Community - proposals
for the 1980sI also points to the importance of scientific cooperation
with the third world countries. According to this document, the
expansion of the developing countries' national and regional scieintific
research facilities is the main objective of the research progranme.
This interpretation is correct and the point should therefore also have
been made in the present proposals, which deals with only one key
aspect of more wide-ranging action. Quite apart from this, the progranme
must be extended as soon as possible to include energy and natural raw
materials.
30. As the subject of this report is so important, the rapporteur has
contacted a number of scientific research institutes in the Community
and elsewhere, as well as international organizations active in this
fie1d. The outcome of the discussions with scientists and inter-
nationally-acknowledged experts was as follows: the Commission
proposal is a sound starting point. It contains a number of good
suggestions and is iqrportant, as there has never been a proposal
of this kind before. However, because resources are scarce, priorities
must be identified and consideration given to the question of how t,he
entire problem can be solved in the most rational way possible.
Icora ( ar )
meeting
574 final - this
of the Council of
proposal was given broad support at the
Research Ministers of 9 November 1981
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31.
Tropical agriculture
1. Present situation
In most developing countries the food situation is extremely worrying.
About 500 million people are undernourished or poorly nourished and
millions of people die of hunger every year" In view of this situation
and the continuing rate of population growth, every effort must be made
to raise food production. Agricultural production must increase by at
least 20t by the year 2000 even to maintain the present unsatisfactory
world food situation. It goes without saying that additional agricultural
production must be located primarily in countries where there is a food
shortage or where the rate of population increase is particularly high.
The higheet priority must therefore be given to extensive ,and
intensive agricultural research,'as this is an important prerequisite
for any increase in agricultural yields and an improvement of general
rura] development in the poor countries. Since it is now generally
known that living conditions in the developing countries cannot be
improved primarily by industrial production, the emphasis is now on
rura] development. The importance of the agricultural sector becomes
clear if we consider that, in many developing countries, between 60E
and 90E of the population earn a living from this sector, which accounts
for 40t to 608 of GNP. Agricultural research is therefore not only
increasingJ-y important from the point of view of the security of food
supplies, but also makes a direct contribution to improving the living
conditions and incomes of the bulk of the rural population.
During the colonial period the colonial powers injected considerable
resources into agricultural research. However, research was concentrated
at that time on the scientific processing of crops which were of
importance for the world economy, notably, coffee, tea, bananas, citrus
fruits, plants and sugar cane. It has ofien been said that the present
food problems are a result of concentrating exclusively on crops for
export, but this is only partly true or, at any rate, applies to only
a few regions. It is nevertheless disquieting that, for a long time,
very little if any scientific study was carried out on food crops,
which are of great importance as a source of food for people living
in the tropical, sub-tropical, arid and semi-arid countries. The
products concerned were mainly plants containing protein and starch,
such as maize, wheat, rice, pearl miIlet, barIy, pigeon beans, chick
peas, Ientils, potatoes and manioc.
fn order to create the basis for future food production with the help of
Scientific research, it will be necessary both to improve the commercial
usl of impofted energy and to reduce to a great extent the use of non-renewable
resources and, in parallel with resource-saving research, to give a new impetus
32
33.
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to the promotion of unconventional scientific work on new agricultural
products and production systems, for example, better use of sunlight
by increasing research into photosynthesis, the breeding of new plants
and animal species by genetic engineering, the use of new production
facilities (for example, the extension of aquaculture to oceanoculture)
and the closing of the fuel gap.
In recent years agricultural research has undoubtedly progressed but
the efforts made have been minimal in relation to the scale of the
problem of hunger and the related question of survival. In 1979 a
total of only S4,000 nrillion was spent throughout the: world on
agricultural research, which is a very small amount given the problems
to be solved.
34. In this connection, however, it must be emphasized, in order to give a
complete picture, that the food and agricultural problems in the
developing countries cannot be solved simply by transfers, trade,
education and agricultural research. The problem of world hunger also
has political causes: for instance, most developing countries lack
effective family planning, a sufficiently high level of capital
format.ion and, consequently, job creation, and, above all, appropriate
forms of agricultural policy. Food strategies, millions of dollars
for agricultural research and many other totally justified and necessary
measures will never lead to a solution of the food problem if the
political aspects are not tackled at the same time.
An adequate supply of foodstuffs is therefore not only a problem of
p.roduction technology, but is dependent above all on national and
international policy factors. Agricul-turaI policy considerations
play a decisive role in determining whether farmers in the developing
countries are able and prepared to use scientiflc knowledge and new
technorogy to achieve higher production. rf pricing policy does not
guarantee the farmer a higher income, progress is hardly to be expected
in this field.
China, for example, solved its food problem not so much by means of
agricultural research and increasing production as by a drastic
reduction in the rate of population growth. Japan has a simitar
success story. rn the 18th and 19th centuries, this country was in
a similar situation to that of most developing countries today,
i.e. it had to feed a rapidry expanding population. rt succeeded
because it deveLoped its ovrn potential by means of agricurtural
reforms - particularly by strengthening the small farmer - and
incentives created by its agricultural price policy
- 
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35. The economic structure of t.he developing countries can be improved
onry by concentrating initiarry on agriculture and provid.ing better
infrastructure in rural areas. rt is important that ehe populous
developing countries in particular should achieve self-sufficiency
in food suppries so that they can dispense with food aid and the need
to buy food on the world market. The commission proposal is right,
therefore, to emphasize development and research in tropical agriculture
and related areas 
.
2 . E=gsg!rgl-9[-3sr]E9I!erel-r99e319!_]!_t!e_g9ES9!1!y_99U!tr19e
Agricultural research is central to rural development and must fulfi1
four main functions:
- production of foodstuffs for an undernourished and steadily increasing
gopulation,
production of raw materials needed by the worLd economy,
help in solving the employment problem in the developlng countries,
development of appropriate agro-economic theory for boosting production.
Every time these problems are discussed, it is clear that there is .an
urgent need for more basic and strategic agricultural research
activities in the service of development, a need which is beyond the
scope of the existing aid programmes of the FAo or other organizations.
The question is whether this need should and can be met by Comnunity
research programmes. Some - especially the Committee on Energy in
its opinion - regard as problematic the commissionrs proposal to
promote and expand the research capacity of the industrialized countries
instead of helping the developing countries to develop apd expand their
own facilities.
3 ?. There is no easy answer to this question, as there are different branches
of research each with different requirements: basic research, strategic
research, applied research and adaptation research. What must be done,
t.herefore, is to promote in Europe those research projects the results
of which are urgently needed but which cannot be undertaken in the
developing countries because of inadequate infrastructure and excessively
high short- and l-ong-term costs, while those research projects such as-
applied and adapLation research which can be undertaken in the deveJ-oping
countries must be carried out there with increased assistance from the
Community.
For the time being, most basic research and strategic research will
have to be undertaken in the industrialized countries, as the majority
of research facilities in the deveroping countries are totarly
unsuitabre for this type of activity and will be unable to carry out
this work in the future owing to a lack of staff and resources. Th;
35.
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basic research of today has a decisive influence on tomorrow's world,
however, and those who accept this notion must also demand greater
support for basic research. The much-needed doubling of yields over i '
twenty years can be achieved only if totally new approaches are adopted.
There is an urgent need for selective basic research, for example, in the
areas of microbiology, genetics and organic chemistry. The necessary infra-
structure is availabLe in EuroPe, as is the essential equipmenL:
what seems to be laclg.ing is a coordinated progrEunme linking the various
institutes engaged in basic research. What can be done in the armaments
industry can surely EIso be done when decisions about combating hunger
are involved.
There is also the question of whether there is any poinL in a Community
research programme for the benefit of the developing countries when there
is the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Researcfr (befan)
which was set up in l{ay 1971 by the FAO, UNDP and World Bank. It is the
responsibility of this group of officials concered with international
agricultural research to provide a secure basis for world food supplies
in the medium- and long-term by promoting applied agricultural research.
The CGIAR supports 13 centres, not all of which are engaged in research
as such, as some provide advice or formulate strategies. Two of the
institutes are located in the Community, four in Africa, three in Asia,
two in Latin America and one each in Central and North America. A11
the lvlember States of the Community except Greece and Luxembourg are
members of the CGIAR and the Community itself has been a member since
L975.
As it is not the job of the institutes to pass on the results of tne
research to those indirectly concerned in the developing countries,
the ISNAR (International Service for National Agricultural Research)
was set up. It began its work of assisting the developing countries
with the planning, organization and implementation of their agricultural-
research and the formulation of research policies and promotion of,
national and regional research programmes on 1 September 1980.
The efforts of the international agricultural research institutes
affiliated to the CGIAR are concentrated on the production of plants
and animals for food and the achbvement of results which can be put
into practice relatively quickly. They can conduct basic iesearch only
within a very restricted framework and are involved primarily in applied
research. One weakness of the present CGIAR system 1s that the inter-
national centres on a global or continental scale often have no counter-
parts in the countries of the third wor1d. A report prepared by,the CGIAR
Review Committee also draws attention to the fact that strategic research into
the development of totally new methods is urgently needed in the case of
biological problems to enable the international institutes to obtain
39.
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40.
sufficient materiat for their work in the area of applied
research. The report states that encouragement should be
given to researchers in advance national institutes to
extend their field of activities to include aspects related
to specific problems faced by tropical countries with a low
1
national income^. At. the Balaggio Conference in 1977 the
directors of the research institutes of the developing
countries suggegted, in connection with developments in
international agricultural research, that national
research facilipies in the industrialized countries should
concentrate morP in future on tropical and sub-tropical
agricultural reFearch.
As the agricultural research institutes affiliated to the
CGIAR do noL carry out any basic research and as most
developing count.ries are unable for the reasons given to
undertake this type of research, even though it is of
fundamental importance, the Community should lend its
support. Lf European research is to provide substantial
he1p, it must be given the facilities and necessary funds
to investigate basic problems in European laboratories.
More basic research in agriculture would thus also
contribute to the development of agricultural production
in the third world. Two conditions must, however, be
met:
- there is an even greater need than hitherto for a
shift of emphasis in agricultural research carried
out in the European industrialized countries towards
the problems of the developing countries, i.e. European
agricultural research must be systematically geared to
the needs of the developing countries (an imPortanL
step was taken in this direction in the Federal
Republic of Germany when in L977 the Federal Ministry
for Food, Agriculture and Forestry and the I'linistry
for Economic Cooperation set up a working party on
tropical and sub-tropical agricultural research under
the Senate of Federal Research Institutes) r
Report of the Review Committee, CGIAR, Sept.ember 1981,p. 45 et seq.
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- when it comes to selecting research institutes which undertake
problem-related basic research (e.9. basic work on resistance
physiology, genetic problems such as interspecific hybridizaiion
or the improvement of the efficiency of photosynthesis), account '
should be taken of the fact that certain European institutes are
centres of excellence in paiticular areas i.e. the emphasis should
not be on supporting research centres which have spare capacity at
present.
4L. Applied and adaptation research in the whole area of agriculture and
socio-economics should be carried out in the developing countries.
themselves. Plant.'r'breeding prograrnmes aimed at improving cereal
production, for inptance, are worth carrying out only in the
developing countrigs themselves, depending on the international
agricultural reseapch centres which are active there. In the case of
soil science, studies of soil resources must, of course, take place in the
field, as must routine chemical, biologl.da1 and physical tests to ldentify
which soil characteristics determine fertility. The promotion of
field research cal1s for:
- the establishment of suitably equipped laboratories; the equiprirent
should be as robust and easy to use and maintain as possible, as
servicing and repair facilities in most developing countries are
inadequate and - where available - very expensive;
- t.he secondment of experts from the industrialized countries to help
promote field research;
- the provision of operating materials to allow field work to be
carried out;
- the motivation of loca1 scientists by raising research standards.
Special studies and mineralogical studies of soils requiring
specialized knowledge and equipment can be carried out in conjunction
with suitably equipped institutes.
The Conmission proposal lays too much stress on the expansion of research
facilities in the Community, i.e. basic research. While it is true
that research activities undertaken in the industrialized countries t.o
help the developing countries must concen'trate on basic researchr_ it
is also necessary to coordinate basic research with applied research
in the field. The adaptation of l<nown research findings to the local
circumstances in the developing countries must be given priority and
this means that the main requirement is problem-re1ated, i.e. applied
research, which is more closely geared to the needs of the developing
countries than to the conditions in the industrialized countries.
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As basic and field research
they should have been given
proposal.
complemenL one another to some extent'
equal treatment in the Commiesion's
42.TheProPosedincreaseinandexpansionofresearchactivitiesundertaken
in the EuroPean Community to help the devetoping count'ries will be
meaningful - and this is also true of basic research - only if
insi,ituLesandscient,istsinthedevelopingcountriesareinvolved
in European research work' This applies not only to the training of
scientists,buta].sr>totherelatedtechnicaland,possibly,
investment aid. Th[s can and must be achieved by means of the
following measures:
- direct links in the form of appropriate cooPerative research -
conLrac.tsorcomplementarycooperationProgrammesinvolvingtechnical
aidfromtheCommunityorindividuall,lemberstatest,l:
- during the preparation and development of indj'vidual reseaich pr-o-
grarnmes 
.-the developing countries mus! be given t 
p=ol?=. say ib! i;n1y
inadvisoryprogrammecommiLteesbutalsowhenworkisbeingdoneon
the individual sectors and aspects of the progralnmes '
-complementaryworkcarriedoutbytheCommunityresearchcentresand
rela'tedfacilitiesinthedevelopingcountriescouldbeincreasedby
neans of research'twinning' arrangements (for examPle' betw:en the
RoyalTropicallns.E'itute,Amsterdamandresearchinstitutesin
rndonesia and Brazil or between rRAT/MonLperrier and similar facilities
inFrench-speakingAfrica);thealloca.Lionoftasksmustbebasedon
theparticulardefinitionofjobsandtheinstitute'shumanand
Lechnical resources; intbrnational research centres should be involved
in this allocation of work,
-theinfrastrucLuresavailableinanumberofdevelopingcountrieg
should be used and deveroped by means of financing and training
measures,asthepromotionofexistingfacilitiesismoreimport.ant
and more effective than the creation of new facilities'
- 
promotion of the exchange of scientists between the comrnunity and 
t
.thedevelopingcountriessothattheycanworkjointlyonlong-term
research Projects
.specificresearchtaskstobeundertakenonbehalfofinstitutesin
the developing couni:ries by centres within the Corununity' using
availablecapacityand,inturn,cert,ainresearchworkdependenton
field studies to be carried out by insEitutes in {:he developing
countriesonbehalfofresearchcentresint'heCommunity'
- research musL provide support for projects and must be closely
rela'Led to 'the imptementation of projects'
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assi5tance with the creation or expansion of regional research
facilities which tackle areas not dealt with by the Consultative
Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR),
promotion of international agricultural research organizations which
do not belong to GGIAR and whose activities are in line with the
research priorities set.by the Community (e.g. Internat,ional Council
for Research in Agro-forestry (ICRAF) in Nairobi),
- selective Promotion of
publicity work of the
interdisciplinary research and increase in the
research institutes in the developing countries,
- development of testing facilities for technologies designed for the
developing countries.
43. Cooperation with European experts and scientific institutes wil-I not be
very successful without the active assistance of scientists and spientific
and management institutes in the developing countries. Above all, it j-s
the efforts of the developing countries themselves which will guarantee
that science and technology can be used for the benefit of the count.iy
concerned.
3. Main areas of r999eE9!
44. The many ibsearch projects announced by the Commission cannot be carried
out either with the 3Om ECU envisaged or within a period of four years.
The best idea, therefore, would be to concentrate on a few areas not
already dealt with by other multilateral institutions. While the intro-
duction to the programme (points A-D) successfully defines what the
transfer of knowtedge means and the consequences for research initiatives,
.training and cooperation strategies, the chapter on tropical agriculture
reveals weaknesses in the conception and Presentation of the programme.
The subjects dealt with are undoubtedly important but, because of the
large number of priorities set, no overriding objectives have been laid
down, no hierarchy of goals has been established and no specific research
areas have been given greater priority. The links between the four
proposed progranme subjects, particularly research areas t and 2r'are not
sufficiently c1ear, given that interdisciplinary research is the only
meaningful approach. The research content with regard to tropical
agriculture must therefore be thoroughty revised in the light of the
following points.
45. the subject 'Food and industrial crop' is presented in a misleading
fashion and it is not clear what priority it has within the llst of
objectives. It is unrealistic to separate subsistence and market-
oriented production, as the gradual transformation of subsistence
economies into market-oriented production is considered to be a perm4nent
and necessary aspect of development policy. Not enough attention is
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paid to further development of the agricultural sector with its traditional
crops and production methods and its considerable potential to meet the
needs of the market, and this could give the impression that only industrial
methods of targe-scaIe agricultural production are a worthwhile topic for
research. In large areas of Africa and Asia, however, the structure of
agriculture is such that this type of research would be impossible.
Fifteen years ago the industrialist Schumacher coined the phrase 'small is
beautiful, in his proposals for a development policy which attempts to
offer an alternative to the large-scale lines on which Western economic
systems operate. According to this theory, any positive change in Iiving
conditions and progress witl be dictated not by size, speed and scale but
by decentralization, suitability to local conditions, manageability and
actual needs
4G. The production of animal protein is of grr.at impr>rtancr'r in ensuring
high-quality food and also plays a significant role in increasing the
incomes of smallholders. However, at least as much priority should
be given to increasing the production and guality of vegetable protein
for direct consumption in order to cover protein needs.
47. T1,e section on stockfarming is too general and scarcely touches on the real
research problems 1n this sector. One potential research area would be the
integration of livestock production in smallholdings with a view to using
natural resources to create stable eco-systems and the necessary recycling
of nutrients to maintain the fertility of the soiI. Livestock production.
(not st-ockfarminq) shorrld concentrate on the tlse of pure feedst-uffs and
the development of uses for areas of land suiLable only for rearing
animals. The fact that the main research priority is the improvement of
feedstuff production suggests that the aim is to concentrate on exports-
The same is true of forestry. 'LocaI exploitation of forestry resources
by the estabtishment of industrial facilities' is the last thing which
shoutd be done. In the tropics, 8OE of wood is used as fuel. The first
priority shoutd therefore be to guarantee the supply of fuel-wood for the
future. Above all, wood supplies must be used more rationally; in other
words losses during harvest and processing must be reduced. Little-known
wood types must also be used. The stable eco-system already mentioned
also depends on forestry aspects and tree varieties. Research initiatives
in this area have a high priority particularly with regard to maintaining
soil fertility and preventing erosion damage. The projects listed under
'forestry products' should therefore not be given such high priority as,
for example, the designation of tropical wood varieties or technological
devetopment in the area of paper production'
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48. Several criticisms can be made of the proposedthorizontal' subjects. The.
Commission's proposal has litt1e to say about protecting and regenerating
the soil, particularly as regards existing Iinks with production methods
and nutrient cycles. A number of very important research initiatives could
be undertaken in the areas of soil and soil fertility relating for example,
to the return of land to arable use, salting and arable farming methods.
The only comment on research into the protection of crops is made in the
last sentence of this section, although this is also a broad research area
which should be tackled as a matter of priority from the poi.nt of view of
integrated plant protection.
The following principles should be observed in order to maintain soil
productivity in the tropics and sub-tropics:
- the systematic extension of regional research on the basis of agro-ecological
zones which have identical or similar conditions for the production
of foodstuffs and industrial crops,
account should be taken of the generally Iow soil fertility potential
of new areas of land which are still available,
attention should be paid to the dangers caused by soir deterioration
in the form of desertification, erosion, salination, degradation, etc.,
as a result of forest clearance, the ptoughing up of natural grass and
bushland, Iand reclamation and changes of use,
introduction of ecologically appropriate systems of use, taking into
account the socio-economic effects,
avoidance of biassed attitudes towards the introduction of modern
production methods such as chemical fertilizers, pesticides and use
of machinery, as it is often not possible to achieve and maintain a
sufficient 1ev61 of production without these aids, particularly in ar.eas
with a high rate of population growth,
fuII use of biological aids such as humus, choice of crops to suit
Iocal conditions, avoidance of restrictive types of farming such as
monoculture and preventing the total transformation of natural
Iandscapes into cultivated areas,
development of appropriate soil improvement technologies and soil use
techniques which take account of ecological factors, require litt.le
energy and do not deplete soil resources.
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49. Increasing agricultura] production, post-harvest technology and clean
water must be prrority research areas. To achieve this' priority must be
given to the further development of integral farming systems' protection
of resources and adjustments to suit local conditions' Research progralnmes
dealing with crops should form part of this more systematic approach'
Priorityshouldbegivenamongthehorizontalsubjectstodeveloping
farmingsystemswhicharegearedparticular}ytosmaflfarmersandtake
more account of ecorogical factors. The densery populated areas of small
farmswlllbemostexposedtoecologicaldamageinfutureandyetwill
also have the greatest food needs. Any improvement in farming methods will
havetocomefromimprovedproductiontechniguesaimedatConserving.
resources in the widest sense of the term'
In Particular this means;:
- long-term maintenance
- watershed management,
or improvement of soil fertilitY'
increasing the efficiencY
of their incredsinq cost
of external production inputs to take account
( tow-inPut. t-echnologies ),
- closer integration of Iivestock production and arable farming'
- self-sufficiency in wood (agro-forestry use)'
Agriculturalproductionwithinfarmingunitsmustbeincreasedasmuchas
possible. Further development of traditional mixed fruit systems, which
are often superior to pure varieties, seems a particularly promising area'
althoughEhequestionofcapacityforworkandeconomicfactorsmustalso
be taken into account. In any case, the quantity and quality of individual
croPs are determined by }ocal conditions, with cereals varieties not always
havingpriority.Inthecaseofmanytuberousplantsinparticular,such
as manioc and sweet potatoes, there is considerable unused cultivation 
poten-
tial.Priorityshouldbegiventothefoltowing:wheat,rice,manioc,
potatoes,millet,sweetpotatoesandarangeofcornlegumes'coconutand
sago palms or plants with a number of uses '
PriorityhasrightlybeengiventoPromotingfoodcroPsoverthelast20
years.Thetrendinenergyprices'whichoverthesErmeperiodhas'
driven many industrial crops not only from the market but also frorrt
research,hasaltereddramaticallyinrecentyears.Therehasasyetbeen
virtuallynocorreSpondingresponseinthefieldofresearchonindustria]
crops.Particularattentionshouldthereforebepaidtofibrous,oleaginous
andotherindustrialcrops,astheywillhaveasignificantrofetoplay
inthedecentralizeddevelopmentofruralareasonceoil-dependent
developmentstrategieshavetobeabandonedbecauseofalackofresources
or foreign exchange.
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50. Projects of varying leveIs of priority are mentioned in connection with
production methods. The linking of arable farming and livestock farm+hg;.,.
and crop growing on irrigated land, for instance, are important areas of
research, as are the socio-economic assessment of modern production methods
and the transfer of research results to the developing countries in the
context of applied research.. The individual topics mentioned are therefore
very closely linked from the point of view of content.
Research into agricultural mechanization should be developed in the light
of the increasing scarcity of fossil fuels and attention should be paid
to appropriate techpologies.
51. Post-harvest technology is of very great importance, since 25E of the
cereals harvest and al-mosL 25e" of imported cereals are currently lost
because they are wrongly stored. Inadequate infrastructure also causes
further losses. The relevant section in the document is too general and
does not clearly define the aim of the proposed research activities.
What is needed most is improvements to conservation and storage methods and
protection from parasites. AppropriaLe technologies for the storage, conser-
vation and preparation of foodstuffs and feed, bearing in mind locally-
available materials and energy sources (..g., sorar energy), must be
developed in conjunction with food scientists and animal breeding and
nutrition experts. It is essential to know the causes of foodstuff losses,
bearing in mind their special characteristics, before suitable processes
for making them less perishable can be tested. Conservation and storage
measures can succeed only if they are adjusted to suit the local infra-
structure. Priority should be given to research into ways of stabilizing
foodstuff s during transportation
52. 7t has already been stressed that research activity must concentrate on
the basic requirements of the developing countries. The decisive factor
is the creation of an interdisciplinary research prograrnme on problems of
agricultural production and the development of agricultural technologies,
including those relating to forestry and fisheries. In this connection
it is important to increase systematic and integral research and to
intensify the study of interactions and chain effects. In addition, the
emphasis should be on causaL l-inks rather than on isolated projegts
taking into account cultural identity and the economic, political and
soc io-cultura1 environment .1
4. IEqll+-
53. Educdtion and training are now regarded as a fundamental human right and need.
If the research progralnme to help developing countries is to be implemented
successfully, as much attention must be paid to training and further training
as to the research itself, particularly by the devetoping countries.
T-
-See report by R. CHASLE: Cultural cooperation between the ACp States and the EEC.Doc. ACP,/EEC/27/8L; Resol-ution in OJ No C 15 of 20 January 1992, p. 22 et seq.
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The present lack lf a;rpropriate training and further training establishments
in the developing counl-ries must therefore be remedied.
Many of the third worLd's problems have arisen because efforts we-e
concentrated for a long period on transferrlng agriculturai knowledge
frcim one set- of climatic conditions to another. Although Lhe problems
involved in this transfer are well known, the t,raining or further training
of young scientists from the developing countries still t.akes place at
universities in the industrialized countries, which caryy out research
under compiet.ely different conditions and, above alI, for completely
different t.arget groups. However, training mrrst be adapted to suit the
target groups of the developing countries rf research teams are to be
set up there to carry out research geared towards real needs. This, of
course, presupposes the adoption of development strategies incorporating a
forward-Iooking training poIicl' based on local needs. Research in
agriculture is a potential basis for Lhrs.
54. The subject of trarning is of great lmportance for the agricultural
sector. In addition to appropriate technical aid projects, there is a
particular need for measures Lo create structures which will allow the
developing countries Lhemselves to provide better training and advice in
the field of agriculture and rural development. Training in the so-caIled
intermediate technical area is more significant and more important than in
Ehe scientific field" The Commission document merely refers to an
effective European scientific: potential, but makes no mention of training
scientists from the developing countries in the Community's research
institutes. However, the Committee on Development feels that this area
is very important, especially as far too little was done in the past to
train foreign scientists in both the industrialized and the developing
countries. These points must therefore be mentioned in the Commission
document, as particularly important long-term investments are involved.
This sector must therefore be developed and given an appropriate place
of the general budget.
55. The development of management expertise in the third world is also a
question of training. There is a serious lack of experts in research
administration and management. :reat emphasis must therefore be placed
in research and 1n the advisory services on the training of instructors.
In this connection it would be worth organizing management seminars
and givlng selective support to priority programmes, as well as providing
teaching materials and documentation and tibrary services in the
appropriate languages.
The outflow cf qualified scienLific staff in search of higher salaries'
poses a serious problem for research in the developing countries. In
many countrj-es researchers involved in multi-lateral or bilateral projects
are now offered specific financj-a1 Inducements or more attractive working
conditions to keep them in research. The Commission must also provide
for such arrangements in its research prografllme.
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56" Also important are research contracts, complemenl.ry 
"ooperation-p-o!-ramm1J, 
---
the promotion of cooperation between institutes and 'twinning' arrangements
where there are similar structures and Lasks, as outlined for example in
section 7(21. 'l'hese could include Lhe exchange of jnformation, research
and teaching staff and students, and mutual cooperation in selected prograrnme
areas, depending on individual circumstances. The financing of travel
costs and visits abroad in the context of the proposed cooperation,
particularly the costs of accommodation for visiting scientists from the
developing countries in the Community, is of particular importance.
Furthermore, cooperation agreements with institutes in the developing
countries have the additional advantage of allowing experts from both
sides to be available for a short time to provide advice without having
to break off their re:search or teaching activities in their home country
for a Longer period.
Complementary resear<;h activity to be undertaken on a reciprocal basis
by the centres in the Community and similar institutes in the developing
countries and substantial assistance from European researchers wiIl be'
possible only if the latter receive intensive training in the fietd in
the countries of the third wor1d. Sufficient funds must therefore be
made available to cover travel costs for technicians and research staff
from European universities. The funds availabfe at present are totally
inadequate and, in any case, research centres are often totally dependent
on donations from other organizations. A special programme of longer-
term exchanges of research staff for the purpose of acquiring specific
skiils and preparal:ory courses for groups being sent to devetoping
countries are therefore of grcat importance.
5. Ergbclse-e!-E999ereb- E rs4rl99 e _9y91 9es99_9!_qspltge!19!
57. Sufficient documentation is generally available on existing research
findings, but the transfer of Lhis material to the devel-oping countries
is not properly organized and coordinated.
There are some good information systems such as AGRIS, cARIs, AsFIs (designed
by the FAo to meet the needs of the developing countries), AGREP, CAB, UNI5IT,
EURONET and CRIES and the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research's rSNAR system. The FAO/IBPGR is attempting to establish a world-wide
plant seed genetic data bank system along the l-ines of the individual national
data banksr 
€.9. the Braunschweig-volkenrode Agricultural Institut.e in the
Federal Republic of Germany.
These facilities, which could provide the developing countries with a great
deal of vital information, are made accessible to the developing countries
to enable them to obtain the latest information on research in general
and specific areas. The expansion and use of these systems, how.ever,
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depend on the cosL and the level of education of those who wish to apply
the available know-how. As many developirrg counLries are very short of
foreign exchange and cannot use what little resources tlley have for such
purposes, there is an urgent need for appropriate conununity aid' This
in itself would not guarantee that the research findings r'rould be puL to
Practica} use, as this can be done on}y with the help of sefective invdstment
aid and on the basis of specific projects'
Thereisnoneedforfundstobemadeavailableforanewgloba}orEuropean
information nr:twork. The existing systems, which operate in close cooperation'
are able to fulfil their specific objectives, although they do need additional
funds to enable them to expand their services. It would be worth con-
sidering to what extent the Euronet-Diane information network could be used
for development policy pulPoses or be adapted to suit requirements" In
principle at least, the deVeloping countries can obtain access to the
information or data banks linked to Euronet through information brokers
in the Euronet countries or the centre for Industrial Development (l'om5
Convention).
5g.No discussion of the exchange of information on research findings can
ignore the setting uP of the Technical Centre for Cooperation in Agriculture
and Rural Development. The centre, which is to be created Pursuant to
Article 88 of the Lom6 Convention, has unfortunately not yet been set up
despite repeated appeals by the European Parliament and the ACP-EEC Joint
committee and consultative Assembly. The centre should start work as
soon as possible, given the critical food situation in many AcP states'
The main purpose of the centre should be to collect existing data and'results'
evaluate them and seek ways of imprementing in the ACP countries projects
already carried out successfully elsewhere. A11 research findings should
becentrallystoredandanalysesshouldbecarriedoutintowaysof
disseminating the existing results as quickly and as efficiently as
possibleusingexistingresources.Itisalarming,isitnot,that
farmers living no more than 20 km from an agricultural research centre
in Africa are totally ignorant of the results of the research carried out
there?
59. Given the increasingly serious economic probrems of many developing
countries, national scientific and research centres, which are often short
of expert staff and money, can increase their effectiveness by cooperating
with other institutes. cooperation of this kind would also facilitate
implementation of the Lagos action plan which cal1s, inter alia' for an
improvementinthescientificandtechnologicalpotentialofAfrican
countries, improvements in the general standard of living in Africa and
independence from the industrialized countries. This resolution is
noteworthyinthatitisthefirsttimethedevelopingcountriesofa
whole continent have issued a statement which attaches prime importance to
promoting science and technology'
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There are some research net.works in the der,'eloping countries which atready
cooPerate successfulfy, such as the Se,ui-ari-d Food Grains Research and
Development Network in Africa, the Course Grain Research Network and the
water Buffalo Research Network in Asia and the Red de Investigacion
Agraria para la Amazonia in Lat-in America. TIrorr. are ot-lrc.r cxamgrles
but, on the whole, scientific and technical coordination in the developing
countries is not satisfactory. This applies just as much to research at
national and regional Ievel as to coordination between donor countries
and the international organizations as to which research projects should be
given priority. The Community should therefore create appropriate
nachinery to help solve this problem.
60. International coordination of research projects does not function
satisfactorily. Uncoordinatecl research and experimental work is sti1l being
carried out in many centres, with the result that funds which are urgently
needed elsewhere are bei.ng t/asted. Ncvertholess, a Community programme
makes sense and need not lead to duplication of work if the projects fill
gaps and are coordinated with those of other organizations. The
Committee on Energy's demand for consultation machinery and concerted
action to improve coordination therefore deserves wholehearted support.
The FAo and the CGIAR are involved in numerous ways in promoting agri-
cultural and nutritional research in the developing countries and manyjoint projects, research networks and institutes have been created.
There is an urgent need therefore, in implementing the EEC programme,
to use these existing activities and links to make a concentrated and
coordinated effort..
rr. Medical care, pubric hearth and nutrition in tropicar areas
1- lgpgglg-g!-ltre healrh situation_rl_lbe_sounrries of rhe third worrd
6f. Despite the considerable efforts made in recent years in the area of
health, millions of people in the developing countries still suffer
from infectious diseases, chronic parasitosis and illnesses caused by
malnutrition and undernourishment. one of t.he main reasons why many
children in the developing countries often die of infectious diseases
is the fact that the latter occur in combination with malnutrition or
undernourishment. According to the wHo, uniernourishment is probablypartly responsible for one-third to two-thirds of aI1 child deaths.
As nearly all the developing countries are tropical countries and most
of the industrialized countries lie in temperate zones, diseases occurin the former which, because of the biorogy of the carriers, are seldomif ever to be found in more temperate climates. These include filariasis,bilharzia and malaria. At least two hundred million of the world'spopulation have bilharzia or schistosomiasis. rn west Africa the diseaseis responslble for 2.tE of arl deaths. rn the world as a whore, some
250 million people are infected by one of the variants of filariasis,
122 million of these in rndia arone. The capacity of the human body is
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permanentry weakened, in particular by leprosy, tuberculosis, brindness
caused by onchocercosis and serious liver and bladder complaints following
schistosomiasis. In areas where the environment and the existence of
suitable carriers provide the conditions for the transmission of diseases,
up to 1008 of the popuration is usuarly affected by schistosomiasis,.
onchocercosis, hook worm and malaria.
other diseases such as measres can cause high-mortality epidemics
among undernourishec prlopres, whereas they are no ronger such a
significant danger in countries without hygiene and nutrition problems.
Epidemics of diseases such as cholera cannot now occur as easily as in
previous centuries in the developing countries, since improved drinking
water suppries and sewage disposal arrangements have removed the con-
ditions in which such infections thrive. There are repeated outbreaks
of malaria, meningitis and other virat diseases, which divert desperately
needed medicar staff from other duties. rt is sti11 quite normar for
most people living in the third world to be permanently affected by
various types of parasites at the same time. rt is easy to see how this,
in conjunction with undernourishment, inevitabLy reads to a serious
reduction in working capacity.
The medicar infrastructure is stilt inadequate. According to wHo
estimates, up to 858 of the population in rural areas of the least-
developed countries have no access to suitable health care fa.cilities.
Even where health centres staffed by medical auxiliary staff exist, there
is usually no supervision, further training or adequate suppries of
medicines and other materials.
There is still an urgent need for research into simple and inexpensive
ways of preventing and treating widespread debilitating diseases such
as malaria, schistosomiasis and the main causes of diarrhoea 
€rmong
children which can be applied in the framework of basic health care
facilities. It is impossible to consider the health situation in the
deveroping countries without incru<ling research and training.
Ergeg!tgt-eI-!replseI-se q]eel-reeesre!_l!_ lbe_geEEgsr!y_9gss!rle9
There is still an urgent need for increased basic and strategic research
in the interests of development in the area of tropical medicine which
cannot be met by the existing wHo prograrnmes. Although many research
projects are currently being carried out in the area of medicar care
and health on a bilateral and multilateral basis, particularly by the
hIHo (including the specific programme dealing with five tropical diseases 
-
malaria, reishmaniosis, schistosomiasis, firariasis, trypanosomiasis -
in which the worrd Bank and the uNDp are involved), the situation is
comparable in many respects with that of agricultural research. The WHO
Prolrramme covers onry certain aspects of these diseases and most of
the research work is carried out in the developing countries themselves.
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64 ' contacts with representatives of the Member states involved in expert
committees of the wHo, leading representatives of the latter and quali-
fied scientists, have shown that there are sti1l many gaps in the.basic
research work being carried out in bio_chemistry, genetics, immunology
and pharmacy. This highly technical basic research has to be carried
out in the industrialized countries at present, as most of the deveLo-,ping countries do not possess the necessary research infrastructure.
Even the otherwise highly critical opinion of the committee on Energy
states that it is most economical and effective for many reasons to
organize modern basic research at present in the industrialized count-.
ries ' During a transj.tional period it is both useful and necessary to
carry out research in tropical medicine in these countries. Basic
research in parasitology, microbiology and biochemistry is stitl carried
out exclusively in and by the industriarized countries. However, as
these fields are of littre practicar importance for these countries and
not very profitable, there is little if any incentive to carry out this
work. The comnission proposal, therefore, could wel-I lead to improve-
ments which would benefit the developing countries.
The Committee on Development believes, nonetheless, that there is nopoint in expanding basic research unless the Community at the same timegives every suppor-. to related applied research in the developing coun-tries ' The main need in the area of tropical medicine technology is
stirl for applied research. The arguments already listed at rength
under c/r/z also appry to the medical field. Above all, within the
framework of the planned t"".at"{programme, European medical research
shourd be geared systematicalry t\ tne needs of the developing countrigs.
rt wourd be highly desirabl-e to set up a medical facility similar tothe successful working Party on Tropical and subtropical Agricultural
Research in Germany- unfortunately, there is no central organization r-to coordinate the tropical institutes' research p1ans. There is a lack
not only of cooperation but, above aII, of practical work in the areas
-=-:l strat-egic, app1119 and adaptive research. Expansion of basic research
facilities in the community should not prevent the aeverofing corrrri.ies
from being granted the necessary financial and technical support so thatthe infrastructure for such basic research can also be provided in theIong term in the developing countries themselves.
6 5 ' Great care must also be taken to ensure that the expensive health care
system of the industrialized countries is not simply imposed on thettrird world, given the totalty different conditions and limited funds
available in the latter. Research must first be carri-ed out into thebest way of organizing health facilities and the most effective and
cheapest ways of combating the most common diseases in the developing
countries' This asPect shoul-d be explicitly covered in the commissionproposal' Although the vilHo has given assistance and encouragement inthis direction, there are still few places in the third world where
research is being conducted in these important areas
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66' Turning to pharmaceutical research, it is clear that, as pure researchin this area is very expensive, it can only be carried out privately,i'e' by the major pharmaceuticals firms. This has extremely adverseimplications for tropical medicine, as drugs for tropicar countries areg-e-neral1y not very profitable. There are certain medicines which costso much to research that they have to be sold at a very high price, withthe result that' the developing countries with their rimited foreign exchangefacilities can import only sma1I quantities, i.e. drugs to combat certaintropical diseases have been or are being developed and are on sar_e butcannot be used because of the high cost. It would be appropriate, therefore,to provide financial supPort for research into tropical medicines or atleast to subsidize certain areas of pharmaceuticals production. Activesupport should b" giv",,labove alL to specialized research establishmentsworking on the development of medicines and vaccines for the large-scaletreatment and prevention of rnajo? and wiicespread epioemic dlseases, srlch
-Ab- malarii-,_s"nj_"tosomiasis and leprosy.
The third worrd shouLd not be regarded as a dumping ground for ress effectiveor dangerous medicines. There have been repeated instances of drugs beingsord in developing countries which have.long been banned in the developedcountries because of the dangers invorved. rn many developin, 
.."r;;i:;-nedicines are a thorny subject, but one of great importance. The relativelyrecent contact of these countries with modern medicine has led to an excessivebelief in the properties of drugs and because of rhe poor medi";a ;r;,'-;;;;;=is a desperate struggle to acquire medicines. trlidespread poverty makes medi-cines expensive and hence profitable. As a result there are many cases offake drugs or inferior quality medicines being so1d.. careful attentionshould Lherefore be paid during manufacture to the guality and suitabilityfor tropical use of medicines and vaccines.
3. lreurtg
67' The hear"h of people in the developing countries can be improved only iftraining is made an integral part of the proposed research programme.Although most auxiriary medical staff are now largely trained in thedeveloping countries themselves, most doctors are sti11 trained in theindustriarized countries, despite the fact .bhat it has rong been commonknowledge that E.his type of training does not cover, or at least largelyneglects' the main diseases and health probrems of the developing countries.rn addition' many doctors prefer not to return to their home countrie$(brain drain).
68'tn the section of .he commission proposal dealing with training it isstated that researchers and technical staff must be trained in the developingcountries if the latter are to become genuinely independent. Training isadmittedly mentioned, but nothing is said about how and where researchersfrom the developing countries are to be trained and, above al_l_, no provisj_onis made for financial support. scientists from the developlng countries an.young researchers 1n particular should not only be involved as much as posslbrein the Community's planned research work, t.hey must be involved as theyurgently need European assistance.
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AIl the training measures ( including partnerships and sponsorships invol-
ving institutes with similar structures and specializations, the exchange
of information and research and of teaching staff and students) listed at
length under C/f/A must also be taken into account in this context.
The training of auxiliary medical staff must be one of the priority objec-
tives, as the opinion of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer.,Protection rightly points out. Given that the study of
medicine in the developing countries themselves offers more effective
training in many respects, as it can be more closely related to the real.
needs of these countries, the Community should support medical schools in
the develaping countries by means of bilateral projects and the provision
of qualified staff as part of the research programme. training teachers
is also important and the specialized training of decision-makers should
not be confined to medical science alone but should also cover the fields
of primary health care, nutrition and drinking water supplies. In pro=
moting universities in the developing countries, it shouJ-d be borne in
mind that their tasks often go beyond the traditional aspecLs of teaching
and research and that applied research and the practical usefulness of the
results are almost alvrays the first priority: this should be taken in.E.o
account for the purPoses of our scientific cooperation with the developing
countries.
If the Community is to promote training and research aid for nationals of
the developing countries in the Community, care should be taken to ensure
that courses of study for doctors are geared Lowards their future work in
the countries of origin. Since the latter urgently need trained researchers(brain drain), the Community should consider whether it can provide assis,tance
to help these people in the reintegration process when they return to. their
home countries, as is already the case with regard to bilateral agreements
concluded by lt4ember States of the Comrnunity.
4. Eeie-reseeEgb-er9e9
69- Almost all the parasitic, bacteriological and viral diseases mentioned on
Pages 19 and 20 are important. However, priorities must be laid down, as
financial resources are limited.
The order of the parasitic diseases Iisted among the infectious illnesses
should be changed.. Research should begin not with malaria but with the
study of schistosomiasj-s, then malaria finlariasis (onchocercosis, Bancroftrs
di.sease), Chagas' disease and Leishmaniosis. Malaria is admittedly the most
common disease and also the most frequent cause of death in the world, but
resources are scarce and there is insufficient time in which to make a sig-
nificant breakthrough. There is a new medicament for treating schistoso-
miasis, which means that concentration on this disease could probably bring
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results very quickly. Chagas' disease is most conmon in South America,
where there are, however, very good, appropriate research facilities.
Should it not therefore be excluded from the European research programme?
The infectious diseases of the digestive system are very important, but
this is a very wide field which would require massive financial resources
(as the rapporteur learned from reliable sources, this area could use up
the entire budget of a tropical institute without achieving any concrete
results). Individual aspects of this area must therefore be accurately
defined. Among the bacteriological diseases, some illnesses have been
incl-uded which do not belong in this category, as they are not specific
to the tropics (e.g. diseases transmitted throughout the world by sexual
contact - gonococcus, non-specific ureteritis). Leprosy, on the other
hand, is not mentionedl. Haemorrhagic fever, however, which is listed
under viral diseases, is a very rare disease, fewer than five hundred
cases of which have been diagnozed in the entire world. Viral hepatitis
is known throughout the world, but it is not a typically tropical- disease.
Illnesses such as tuberculosis, leprosy, infectious disorders of the
digestive system, viral hepatitis, health of mot.hers and children and
nutrition are primarily problems of preventive health care and environ-
mental hygiene rather than objectives of ultra-sophisticated isothermal
laboratory research. In particular we need: clean water, human waste
disposal, supply of basic medi-caments such as anti-malaria treatments,
antibiotics, vaccines, etc. but above all people who can put the many
research findings into practice.
The health of mothers and children is important. In the report on world
hunger it was stated that the isolated development of agriculture is
pointless. If hunger is to be eliminated, sufficient guantities of food-
stuffs must be produced and there must be facilities to transport, market
and store them. However, the working capacity of the rural population must
not be reduced because everyone living in such areas suffers from around
three different types of intestinal disease and has an attack of fever or
diarrhoea at least three times a year. Mass examinations have shown that,
on averagJe, about one third of the children under five in the developing
countries require medical treatment, and, as a result, a considerable pro-
portion of the mothersr strength is used up. As the mother looks after
the family's daily food and water requirements, it is understandable that
mothers and women in general in the developing countries have far too many
burdens to bear. The subject 'Capacity and fitness of human beings.at worlcr
(ergonomics), particularly in rural areas of the tropics, should therefore
be incorporated in the research programme.
I
-I,la1i, an ACP state, is one of the countries with the highest incidence of leprosy
in the worldr it is estimated that I53,000 people suffer fron this disease. Although
research into and measures to combat this disease were considerably advanced by the
I4archaux Instit,ute, founded during the colonial period, the leprosy outpatients clinic
- 'service des grandes End6mies'- in Banako has nots even had forrns on which to recordpatients' data for the last five years. Efforts to identify new cases canno't be
undertaken because of the lack of funds.
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The problems associated with water supplies are illustrated by the fact
t-hat 608 of the population of the developing countries do not have access
to uncontaminated water,. Thousands die every day from diseases contracted
from contaminated water. Impure drinking water is the main breeding ground
for tropical diseases such as malaria, bilharzia, onchocercosis and finlari-
asis. The Conrmunity should therefore help to gather information on water
reserves, to open up water supplies and 'to supply the local population with
uncon.tamina,ced water on a continuous and rational basis.
The link between thc social s;cienccs ancl medicine uentioned in the chapter
on environmental hygiene is very irrrportant, as the research projects should
be conducted as far as possible on an interdisciplinary basis from the very
outset. particular j.mportance should be attributed to the linlcing of rnedicine
rrrith education and psychology (vita} to the success of projects) the biology
of parasites and their carriers, sociologY, agriculLural science, metabolic
biochemistry and economics. There is a research facility of ihis type at
the London School (Ross Institu.te) and the l:ropical institute in Heidelberg
is also involved in this type of research. It would be useful, therefore,
to contact t.hese institutes before finalizing the research prograrnme.
In the case of nutrition, the following are the most irnportant areAs of
research: tyloes of undernourishment (there has been littl-e research so far
into the linl< between nourishment and productivity), causes of undernourishment
and measures and progranmes in the area of nutrition (agricultural production,
su;cplerirentary nutrition prograrnmes, enrichrnent of foodstuffs, and education in
mat.ters relating to nutrition). The correcL use of existing resources and
education in mat.ters of nutrition are important areas which d.o no't, however,
recluire iiuch foreign exchange. In its opinion the Committee on the Environment,
pubtic Heal-th and Consumer ProEection states that, in formulating nutfition
policy measures, account should be taken of the dietary habits of the various
geographical areas ancl cultural groups. This is only partly truer ds d change
in certain dietary halaits could reduce the incidence of various types of under-
nourishment in many countries. There are even sorfle relatively advanced deve-
Io;ring countries l-rhere children die of undernourishment sir,rply because taboos
prevent them from eating certain products although they are plentiful. During
the <liscussions which 'the Joint Committee's t'Iorking Party on Hunger had wi'th
the Cor.rmission delegate in Ehe lvory Coast in January L982, reference lras made
to this very 'problem, vrith a rec;uest Lhat it be covered in the relevant. Euro-
pean Parliarrtent resolutions.
In acic.ition to basic research, priorit,y must also 5e given to apptied research,
i.e. the evalua.tion and applica'tion of existing research findings. There are
three nain aspec-ts:
- collation, publica'tion and application of ltnown irrogrammes, development of
suitable -treatment techniques and implenentation measures at vi11a9e 1eveI,
par.ticularly in 'the case of undernourishmen't anC malnutrition of mo{:hers
ancl children , problens of underweight, diarrhoea and tetanusi
72.
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- development of new ways of treating known but as yet unsolved problems
such as pneumonia, €Y€ infections and skin diseasesi
- development of techniques for recording health data and creating basic
health services which can be introduced in all developing countries.
5. Erebelse 
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73. The criteria listed under C/T/5 also apply here, except that coordination
agreements must be concluded, notably with the WHo.
One additional factor is that publications in the area of tropical medicine
are a special problem. In Germany, for instance, the only journal for tropical
medicine and parasitol-ogy wiIl probably have to close for financial- reasons.
Consideration should be given to the question of how and whether to support such
publications financially, as the pulociation of dissemination of research findings
is vitalLy important for improving research in the developing countries themselves.
It woul-d also be possible to consider using the translation facilities available
in the Community. Would it not also be possible Lo publish research results regu-
larly in the 'Courrier'? In addition, specialist publications should take more
account of work relating to strategic, applied and adaptive research instead of
dealing with relatively unimportant technical matters which serve primarily to
promote the scientific careers of the authors
flt. Financing and implementation of the prcgranmJ
74. The appropriations for the tropical agriculture sub-progt"*rn" t"tuilO *iffio.,
ECU, while those for medical and health care and nutrition in tropical areas
amount to 10 million ECU. It will not be possible to fund aII the research
projects mentioned by the Commission from the allotted 40 million ECU. Given
the four-year cycle and the finance available it will be possible:to conduct
only specific and limited research projects
The US $150 miltion a year currently spent by international research institutes
is a small sum. Around DM 200,000 a year, including indispensible.travelling
costs, is needed for each medical expert engaged in tropicaL research. Some
Dt4 100,000 is needed for each home-based member of staff. Between DM 250,000
and DM 300,000 is needed to fund a research programme for six months, assuming
that the research facilities are available in Europe.
7 5. The proposed US $40 million over four years can therefore be regarded only as
a small first step. It must also be remembered that, if most of the basic
research projects in the area of tropical agriculture and medicine are to pro-
duce results, they must be carried out over a period far in excess of four years.
A period of four years without a follow-up programme and further finance is too
short, i.e. the planned research programme can fulfil its purpose only if con-
tinuity is guaranteed over a long period. Experts are continually pointing out
that research projects and the creation of institutes in the developing count-
ries have been successful only in cases where long-term financial support was
granted.
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Nonetheless, it would not be accurate to claim that almost nothing could be
achieved with the 40 million ECU. A lot can be done with this sum if the
money is concentrated on a few priority areas which have a multiplier effect
(e.g. agro-forestry). A few well-planned projects will undoubtedly have a
greater muttiplier effect and be more effective than a large number of small
ones. In the planning of major projects the period 1982-85 should be regarded
merely as a first phase.
The allocation indicated in the proposed budget, notably 452 of the 30 million
ECU for improving agrj.cultural production, 20? for 'horizontal' topics and
protecting the envirorrment, or 80E of the 10 million ECU for medical and health
care, must be regarded at present as a highly provisional estimate, since the
priorities in the various areas of research will first have to be more closely
defined. It should be left to the Committee on Budgets to decide whether, as
the Committee on Energy claims in its opinion, the estimates for staff and
administration costs in connection with the programme are too high.
The Committee on Development and Cooperation is interested above all in the
way in which the programme is implemented. The implementing provisions wilI
largely determine the value of the prograrnme for the developing countries.
Implementation requires precise rules on decision-making, management and
supervision, so that programme objectives are not only attained with the
desired degree of efficiency and flexibility but also meet the real needs
of the developing countries. It is also essential at all levels of implemen-
tation to avoid creating the impression that some European research. institutes
which have previously concentrated their activities overseas may be primarily
interested in pursuing their work with the support of the European Community.
As stated at the beginning, every effort must be made to prevent European
research institutes from intensifying or initiating research which is pri-
marily in their own interests or which is determined by a belief that it is
what the developing countries need. The developing countries should therefore
have the right to participate in the work of the two advisory committees
(Article 3 of the proposal for a Council decision) which are pJ-anned for the
two sub-programmes and to be represented in the practical work on the various
aspects of the programme. It would also be useful, in order to ensure maximum
coordinatj-on between the Commission and the progranrme committees, 
.to allow
representatives of the FAO and the WHO to take part in these meetings. Fur-
thermore, the whole programme can be meaningful only if the research institutes
of the developing countries are invol-ved in the work from the very beginning
and if the Community provides corresponding support for research centres in the
developing countries to set up their own research and development facilities in
1the field^, as coordination of basic and applied research is indispensible.
lsee i., this connection
creation of a EuropeanScientif ic Cooperation,
the European Parliament resolution of 8 l4ay J_981 on the
Community Foundation for. International, Technical and
OJ No C L44 of 15 June 1981, p. 106 et seq.
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77. The optional provision contained in Article 5 should be made binding. The
Commission should not simply be ab1e, but rather must, for logical reasons,
pass on to the developing countries the results of the research, as the
research programme was designed to help them. Furthermore, this knowledge
should be passed on not only to countries which have concluded specific
association or cooperation agreements with the Community but also to those
developing countries which urgently need it and can use it.
78. As the research programme is intended to benefit the developing countries,
steps should be taken Fo ensure that, when contracts are concluded and
during implementation of the programme, not only officials of DG XII but also
those of DG VIII are involved, as the latter are undoubtedly more competent
in matters of development policy. The Commission departments responsible
for the Community's development and research policies should also jointly
consider to what extent available instruments and resources of the Communityrs
development policy can be used for this research programme in the developing
countries, particularly with a view to transferring scientific knowledge to
the latter.
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND RESEARCH
Draftsman: Mr Gerhard SCHMID
At its meeting of 25 June 1981 the Committee on Energy and Research
appointed Ivlr Gerhard SCHI{ID draftsman of the opinion.
At its meetings of 24 &ptember and 20 October 198I the Committee on
Energy and Research considered the draft opinion and adopted it on 20 October
by eleven votes to five.
Present: Mrs WaLz, chairmani I,1r Gallagher, t1r Normanton, Mrs Ippolito,
vice-chairmani tlr Schmid, draftsmani !1r Beazley, t'lr Croux, Mrs Ewing
(deputizing for Mr M6o), I{r Fuchs, Mr Galland, I,1r Lalor (deputizing for
Mr Coust6), Mr Linkohr, Mr t'iloreland, l,1r Petersen, Mr Pintat, Mr Rinsche,
Mr Rogalla, ['1r Seligrman, Mr Soussouroyiannis and Mr Veronesi.
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'Wanted: desert suitable for mirage'
KarL Kraus, APhorisms
Summary
The Committee on Energy and Research recommends rejection of the
prograrune in its present form. Clearly there is a need to take action on
behalf of developing countries. But the proposed programme does not do
justice to the problems. 'Ihe Commission should submit a new draft taking
account of the criticisms nade.
Experience shows that the Commission is unlikety to react to polite
comments by parliament. Once Parliament has delivered a basically favourable
-opinion, the Commission merely concentrates on securing approval from the
Council without taking any serious note of requests for substantial changes.
The defects in the draft progranme are, however, so serious that changes are
absolutely essentia-t .
Rejection would not involve any delay. The Commission has submitted
its prograrnme so late that it witl not be possible to take account of it
in the 1982 budget anyway.
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT
I. In accordance with its terms of reference, the committee paid
particular attention to the following questions:
I. Is there a need for research in this field?
Z. What general conditions need to be satisfied if research findings are
to be utilized?
3. Can research in the Community solve the problems of the developing
countries?
4. Is there any point in a Community programme in addition to existing
proj ects?
5. Does the programme represent a dublication of effort?
5. Is there adequate financing for the proposed range of projects?
7. Are the proposals in the field of Eraining of practical value?
In most cases the answers to these questions were negative and the
examination of Programme management also led to very unsatisfactory
conclusions (see IV below).
I1. Tropical agriculture
1. The need for research
The number of severely undernourrished people in the developing world
is approaching 500 million men, women and children. The non-oil producing
countries of the Third Wor1d are spending an ever-increasing amount of
their earnings on conlnercial food imports, offsetting the benefits of the
greater part of the Official Development Assistance that they are receiving.
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In 1979, 28 countries were facing unfavourable crop conditions. Serious
drought prevails in parts of Africa and South Asia as well as in Central
Europe. Serious crop pests and animal diseases threaten fifty countries
of Africa and Asia as well as a dozen Latin American countries.
That is the situation today. wloreover, if we took ahead, on the basis
ol l,'At)'rr st.udy otr 'Agriculture: Towar:d 20OO', we sce that developing
countries will have to produce or import two and a half times more food
by the year 2000. 
-Every aspect of food production will call for vastly
increased effort.
2. :actors determing success
Numerous studies show that improving agricultural yields in
Ceveloping countries slmply by the application of scientific knowledge
cannot eliminate hunger. The programme makes no attempt to link up with
an overall strategy incorporating other crucial factors '
( a) Competition between foodstuffs and products for exPort
Hunger and malnutrition are often at their worst in those agricultural
areas where the majority of the population has employment'
More attention has been paid in the past to growing croPs for export
than growing food. Various governments have deliberately discriminated
in favour of the urban population because of its greater political
inf luence.
( u) Competition between human beings and animals
-!-There is a danger that animals may be in direct competition with human
beings for food. Vegetable protein fed to animals is converted into
animal protein, but a considerable amount is lost in the Process because
it may require up to 7 kilogrami of vegetable protein to produce one
kilogram of animal Protein'
One exPert commented as follows:
tThere is often a remarkable connection between securing optimum
growthinpigsandtheinhibitedgrowthandpoorhealthofchildren
in the same region. This is because the latter have no immediate
economic rePercussions.'
(Korte, Dr. Rz GTZ Health Section, lecture in L977)
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(d)
(c) The limits of the 'Green Revolfu'
The ,green revo]ution, has enabled yields to be increased dramat,ically
but has sotely concentrated on technologicar progress, such as the
selectionofhigh-yieldvarietiesofcerea].sandthesystematicuse
ofchemcialfertilizersandpesticides.oftenonlyanagricultural
elite has profited from the'green revolutiont. This has encouraged a
formofmechanizationintheagriculturalsectorwhichhasdebarred
mosttenantfarmers,smat}holdersorPeasantswithoutlandfromany
progressandforcedthemtomigratetothecities.Mechanizationhas
also increased capital costs' The 'green revolutionr has moreover
increased the technorogical dependence of the developing countries
and the large agricultural processing concerns and their dependence on
oiI, which in many cases has led to an intolerable situation'
CommunitY !ge39-;c1]gI
Increasing agricuttural export production in developing countries
presupposes a willingness to import on the part of the industrial
countries.TheGeneralPreferenceSystemintroducedbytheCommunity
in accordance with the uNcTAD 1971 recommendations, which grants
developing counLries special import privileges' has led to an increase
inagriculturalimports.Butallthegoodsforwhichacommunitymarket
organizationexistsareessentiallyexcludedfromthepreferencesystem.
lvloreoverthereisasafeguardsclausewhichallowsthenormalcustoms
tariff to be re-inLroduced at any time. This arrangement makes it a
hazardous undertakin g fot developing countries to gear their production
to Lhe community market. Because of the safeguards clause' this risl<
isalsosharedbythecountriesfavouredundertheLom6Convention.
Career structures
scientists have uncertain career prospects anyway and no guarantee of
a long-Lerm future. Speciatization in tropical research makes it
extraordinarlly difficult to become integrated int'o the national
research structures in the lvlember States'
3. Rescarch in the industrial- countries
Most of the subjects ProPosed in the agricultural sector can only
senslbly be studied in situ. It is impossible to simulate futly tropical
conditions in hothouses.
The only type of research which can be better carried out in industrial
countries are basic studies requiring major laboratory facil-ities' The
;,roglramme gives no indication how cooperation with experts in the developing
1'(runt r rr's is tlr take PlaCe.
(e)
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4. Is a Community Programme necessary
Apart from Greece and Luxembourg, all the Member States of the
Community are mernbers of the CGIAR (Consultative Group of International
Agricultural Research). Two of the 13 CGIAR centres are located in the
Community. The Dutch centre, the International Service for National
Agricultural Research (ISNAR) is particularly important in connection with
this programme. As an adjunct to the CGIAR research centres, ISNAR meets
the demand from developing countries for support in developing their
national agricultural research institutes.
The imporLance of agriculture has led the Member States to accord
this sector high priority in bilateral arrangements. fn 1975 they spent
LOO.72 m EUA and in 1976 113.5 m EUA on this sector. This rePresents
39.8E and 39.6? respectively of their research expenditure for the benefit
of developing countries. Community agriculturaL research documentation
(AGREP) shows that currently over 200 agricultural research projects of
interest to the developing countries are being pursued in the Member States.
A Community Programme would be useful:
(a) as concerted action to
(b) as an indirect action
There must be coordination with
development projects and an overall
programme proposed is pointless.
5. P"plication 
"f effott
improve coordinationi
in a narrowly defined field.
ongoing activities and Community
strategy. In its present form t.he
The CGfAR operates 13 centres, 2 of which are in the Community.
The aim of the research is l:o improve the quantity and quality of food
production. In 1980, the CGIAR had 35 paying members who contributed 120 m
doIlars.
Tn addition there is a great deal of research being conducted by other
international organizations from which - directly or indirectly t.he developing
countries can profit. There are for example: the FAO Cooperative Research
Networl(s (covering, among other things, wheat, maize, soya, sunflowers,
olives, pesticides, sheep-rearing), the UN Remote Sensing Prograrune, the TAO/UNDP
Gene Bank Programme, the OECD Agricultsural Research Programme in the fields of
photosynththesis, nitrogen fixation, cellulose and mycotoxins.
No consultation machinery is proposed to avoid duplication of effort.
6. Range of projects and finances
The Commission proposes 7.125 m EUA ?er year for a 50E subsidy for
research projects. These may be assumed 'co be estimaees of the costs ot
fieldwork, because the majori'cy of the work has to be carried out in situ.
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The costs for one year's field work per man amount to 801000 EUA, and a
trained scientist with a laboratory costs at least double this. This
woufd therefore fund a ma:<imum of 180 researchers who would be distribut.ed
over 3 main areas. There does not appear to be any int.ention of
concentrating on a small number of topics to ensure results. There is
a grave danger that the financial resources will be too thinly spread
over a large number of small projects if the whole range is covered.
7. Training
The Commission only 'Lakes account of the experience gained from the
research projects by the European researchers involved and their staff.
No mention is made of training specialist st,aff from the developing
countries. [Ior has any provision been made either in terms of specific
measures or financial resources.
r-Jr-- --
III. rgeglca] medj.cine
1. Thci'need for research
Despite the advances in medical scj-ence, tropical diseases still affect
or threaten more than a thousand million people, taking heavy toIl in human
lives and graveJ-y impeding economic development. Furthermore, rather than
coming under control, in many regi-ons some of these diseases are increasing
in both prevalence and severity. Not only is development impeded by disease,
but some of the development projects, such as manmade lakes and irrigation
schemes designed to improve conditions, have in fact altered the ecology
and aggravated major public health problems such as malaria and schisto-
somiasis. In addition, technical problems have significantly reduced the
effectiveness of some disease control programmes. A prime example is the
inbreasing resistance of mosquitos to chemica] control, the mainstay of the
majority of malaria control prograrnmes. In some areas, such insecticide
resistance in the vector is combined with chloroquine-resistant strains of
the malaria parasite in man, further increasing the severity of the problem.
In the case of filarial infections, especially in onchocerciasis, commonly
called river blindness, there is still no effective and safe drug which can
be relied upon to kill the adult worms in man. No vaccine is available for
any of the parasitiv infections and no new effectiver.,c_[eap and safe drugs
for the widespread treatment of the diseases have become available in the
past three decades.
Clearly there is a need for research ,t,o help solve these problems.
2, Factors detg!*!ing-.s.ugggss- 
- 
.. 
_
* 
"r."; :t,rav ror the Comfiisglon obs€rves:
In general, every scientific progranme should seek to ensure that
the results of research are translated effectively into the public health
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systems of the developing countries as they exist; in addition to Lhese
programmes, however, one of the main topics, in respect of whieh European
scientific research teams could pool their exPerience and thinking, is that
of providing support for the authorities in the countries concerned in
devising appropriate health systems which are not merely models transposed
from the develoPed countries.
( sour<'r-.: Medical Research in Developing countries, xII/495,/8O-EN)
No account tras been tal(en of these r+elI-founded observa'Eions '
Insufficient attention has been given to oi:her f,actors cruc'ial Lo success'
( a) Hygiene
No infectious disease can be eradicated by medicaments alone. Results
can only be achieved by an overall strategy which includes measures relating
to hyqiene, the supply of drinlsing vrater and health education.
( b) [,:nvi-r-onmen.l--
DevelopmenE. measures often have repercussions on health. For example
the introduction of irrigation into agriculture has led to an increase in
malaria and bilharziasis. This asPect is often overlooked.
( c) Prices
The medicaments available cannot be used because the developing
countries cannoL pay for them. The funds supplied by the !0orld Banl< for
this purpose are inadequate.
( d) Pharmaceut.ical industry
The pharmar:eutical industry, which produces over 90E of all pharmaceutical
products, has increasingly withdrawn from the field of tropical medicine.
practically no new medicaments have been developed in this field over i:he last
20 years. The reasons for this are: high development costs, little protection
for patents and a lack of demand bacl<ed. by purchasing power (see above).
New marl<eting strategies (no advert.ising, bull< sales to governments etc.)
show that there is some interest in the marl(ets in developing countries but
these methods are generally used to market well-known products. The
specialist knowledge and institu{:ions required for screening new substahces to
combat tropical diseases sti11 exist. But unless the real obst.acles are
removed the situation is unlil<ely to change radically.
( e) Career structures
Research into tropical medicine is declining in the l4ember States.
The Commission jtself cites the following reasons:
'The pool of specialized scientific personnel has also suffered
a certain amount of disrupl:ion owing to progressive natural wastage,
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aggravated by a scarcity of recruits, a lack of career guarantees,
the abolition of training schemes and by diminishing opportunities
for in-depth experience in the Thircl World context.' (Page 5 of the
draft programme )
No field of science can survive unless there are jobs and scope for
careerS.
There is widespread interest in tropical diseases in the European
countries because of the infections brought back as a result of international
tourism (known as 'travel medicine'). Recognition in European medical circles
depends far more on overcoming these problems than making discoveries
related to the endemic areas. This has a major influence on the approach t.o
and outcome of research.
The programme proposed contains no suggestions for overcoming these
further obstacles. Nor does it propose any strategy or coordination with
other prograrnmes to justify its separate existence.
3. Research in the industrialj-zed Buropean countries
The programme seelcs to strengthen research facilities in the Conrmunity.
The developing countries are catling for greater support for their
research and training facilities. There are economic and other specific
reasons for this besides overcoming former colonial dependence. It is
often difficult for example, to persuade doctors trained in Europe to return
to their native countries (brain drain). The problems of technology
transfer were recently dealt with in detail in the report by t4r PUR.VIS,
Doc. l-852/80.
In the fielci of tropicat medicine, epidemiological research and
clinical trials can only be carried out on the spot. Scientists from the
developing countries can be given guidance and assistance. But only local
specialists witt be able to influence developments in the country in the
long term and ensure that research finCings are applied.
.Tor a variety of reasons it is more economical and greater success
is achieved if modern basic resarch in the fields of biochemistry,
immunology, pharmacy and genetics is organized in the industrial countries.
For a transitional period, therefore, measures in these countries are both
sensible and necessary as far as tropical medicine is concerned. But they
must be combined with training progralnmes for specialists from the
developing countries.
't'lrt' progr'armme rnakes no clear distinction in Ehis resPect" There is
a reierencc to Lraining, but no resources have been earmarl<ed for it.
Thus the training benefits would only apply to the European researchers
c.lirectly concerned with the prograrnrne. lllention is made of the need for
cooperation wit.h loca1 specialists, buL no indication is given of how this
is to be organized or financed.
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5.
4. Is a Community programme necessary?
There is research capacity in some ten institutes of tropical, medicine
in seven of the l4ember States. In 1975 some 22 m EUA and in 197G approximately
27 m EUA were spent on scientific and technological cooperation with
developing countries in the field of health. There is also the expendit.ure on
the VIHO programmes.
There is some coordj-nation of research. The direct,ors meet annually
to exchange experiences in the Council of European Schools and Institutes
of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. The Member States involved are Belgium,
Denmark, France, the Netherland.s, the united Kingdom ancl wJst Gernany.
A Community programme would be senelb,le:
(a) 
.15 concsrtcd action to improve coordjrnatlon
(b) as an lndirect action in a narrowly defined field. There must be
coordination with ongoing activities and Communit.y development
projects and an overa]1 strategy.
fn its present form, the programme Foposed is pointless.
Duplicatlon of effort
The World Health Organization (l{HO) programmes already cover most of
the subjects proposed. For the major tropical parasitic diseases alone, ten
times more is s[)ent each year than the amounts suggested in the progrrune.
The (lommunity countries receive aLmosL as much finance for this area as the
entire amounC al located in the prograrnme for tropical medicine. From 1978 t.o
June 1979 expenditure by the Community countries for the WIiO programme
amounted to approximately US 59 m. But this draft was not discussed with
the lvHO. No provision has been made for consultation machinery to avoid a
duplication of effort.
The Commission justifies its ;trogramme as follows:
'There is however need to strengthen the capacity of Member States
to contribute effectivery to this global effort. while the programme
initially supported much work in l,lember States, there is now strong pressure
to spend in the Third lJorld and Communit.y institu{:ions are being seriously
affected. I
This is not true. The 
_rcjlaqlve proprot,ion of research funds in thej-ndust.rial- countries has declined because the ![HO, wit.h its growing budget
i s spending more on training specialists from the Third lVorrc. Aft.er
.rtijusting for inflation, the absolute 1evel of expenditure has remained
approximately the same (see tables in annex).
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The Commission calls for genetics and molecular 
biological technology
t()l)cal..plied.TlreoverlapwithiLsownproposedprogrammeforthisarea
is obvious (if one thinks about itl)
5. B.ryg-"1-ir"gr"mme and financ$
TheCommissionSuggestsanannualaverageof2.2mEUAforresearch
projecLswith50Efunding.Thecostsforoneresearcheratauniversity
total4O,OO0EUAperyear'forfieldworkS0'OOOEUAPeryear(including
travelexpenses).Inindustrythecostsforatrainedresearcherare
estimated at 600rooo EuA per year (toxicological laboratory) ' 
za'o'000 EUA
Peryear(biologicallaboratory)or160,0ooEUA(chemicallaboratory).
Itisquitec}earthatLhefinancialresourcesproposedcannot
possiblyfundresearchintotheentirerangeofprojects.Theseresources
wouldnotevenbesufficienttodeveloponesinglemedicanen.t.This
would tal(e ten years to deverop and involve develOpment costs 
of an average
45 m EUA.
7. Training
TheComrnissionbrieflysummarizestheviewsofexpertson,chisissue.
NoresourceshavebeenearmarkedandnoattemPtismadetoshovJhowthe
demandsfromexpertscanbemetsimplybyawardingresearchcontracts.
It is therefore beyond comprehension why this subject aPPears 
in the
progralnme at all'
IV Research policy and programme management
'I 
- 
Priorities
Therearefourareasofsciencewhichareimportantfor,ehe
deveroping coun.ries: nutrition, hearLh, energy 
and natural resources' The
Commissionit,selfobserves:,Evenasuperficiatexaminationofthesesectors
quicklyrevealsthatitwouldbeimpossibletoma.keasignificantcontribu-
tiontioninalltheseareasinviewoftheextentofthemeasuresrequired,
sothatprioritiesmustbedefinedmorecleartyinordertolimitthese
sectors further.' (Page 8 of the draft programme)
This is very true'
Thedecisioninfavourofagricultureandmedicine,however,isnot
based on the needs of .the developing countries. The 
commission estabrishes
its priorities differentlY:
,It mus'L also be pointed out that the specialized laboratories 
in research
ins,citrrtesoftheMemberS.LatesintheseSeCLorShaveconsiderabtyreduced
theiractivitiesinrecentyears.....Thesituationisdifferent,however, .rhore th€
::";.":::;:::=:r';;";"u-*r..'.r and other netural 
resources' where e
research effor.t in the industriarizee coun'tries has been 
undiminished'r
(Pages 8 and 9 of the draft programme)
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Even the Commission is aware that this research is largely irre]evant t,o
the needs of the developing countries: .. .'-" ' :'
rIn many cases, admittedly, the technrques are unsuited to the geographical,
economic and social context of developing countries: t
But this contradiction is never resolved. No discernible attempt.has been
made to establish priorities in line with the interests of the developing
t-ountries.
Thc relative importance and financial endowment of the two sectors,
agriculture and medicine, vary considerably as do individual areas within
these sectors. No justification is given for these differences.
2. Programme range
It is impossible for all the issues to be dealt with satisfactorily.
The commission therefore proposes that priorities shourd be defined
following consultation with the advisory committee. But priorities are
a political not a technical issue. Parliamentary control is a dead letter
under these circumstances.
3. Publlcity
The customary Procedure of publishing invitations to tender in the
official Journal limits from the outset the circle of potential candidates
for research projects.
4. ,s!.a_9r._91_geLeglg9sl!:
As usuaI, the selection is to be made byaprograrnme committee which
'advises' the Commission. Each Member State appoints three delegates.
The Committee on Energy and Research has often voiced its misgivings in
the past becaur;e as a rule bureaucrats rather than scienLists are
appointed.
5. Monitorj.ng and assessment of projects
No details are given of who is to assess competently the results of
the individual research projects. The rapporteur finds it hard to believe
that thc Commission intends its own staff to do this.
6. Interim evaluation
rt. is proposed that the programme shourd be evaruated by the
Conmission in the third year. The Commission will then propose amendments
'if necessary'. This means that the Commission, which is responsible for
programme management and the seLection of projects, will evaluate itsetf.
Under the present schedule, 87Z (agriculture) and 92t (medicine) of the
funds w111 have been committed by the end of the third year. rt is
therefore totally inaccurate to refer to this as an interim evaluation.
- 
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7. Dissemination of informaLion
In industrialized countries with a well-functioning economy scientific
research findings are applied or used for production either by the market
(if there is demand backed by purchasing power) or by the state (in the
case of social demand). It is difficult to do either in developing
countries. Organizing the transfer from theory to practice is therefore
at least equally important as obtaining the research findings. The
Commj-ssion, however, simply refers to a Technical Centre for Agricultural
Rural Cooperation being created within the framework of the Lom6 II
Convention.
The Commission does on the other hand seek patent safeguards as
theso are commonly understoocl in industrial societies. The proposals are
inadeguaLe. As there is no protection for patents in most developing
countri<:s, Lher,: are no restrictions IroAltllg-ggelter on the use made of
research findings. within the Member states however, the restrictions on
Patentrights(nrticle5oftheCouncifresolution)meanthatno
industrial laboratory wiII take part in the Programme. The commission makes
no mention whatsoever of the other aspect of patent problems, namely the
repayment of research costs or the payment of fees in the event of the
commercial exploitation of patents resulting from community programmes'
8. Staff and administration costs
At 5E (agrlculture) and t2E (medicine) of the total costs' these
costs are high and the staff requirements of 4A, 28 and 4c posts excessive'
It is not clear why a prograrune with 30 m EUA (agriculture section) and a
prograrnme with I0 m EUA (medicine section) involve roughly the same staff
and administrative costs.
9. F_inancial f gclrgs
Thisprogrammeinvolvesjointfinancing.TheCommunityproportion
is50?onaverage.Therei-snoprovisionrhoweverforfinancingfromthe
budgets of individual states or other sectors at the national level (see
financial records ) . The question therefore arises of where the remaining 503
is to come from-
The timetable contains payment apPropriations for 1986 and 1987 ' No
staffcosts,however,areshownfortheseyearsaftertheprogrammehas
94lr9s.
\r. A- reglqf-le! 
-Programme
fn view of the defects referred to above, it is absolutely essential
for the programme to be redrafted.
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In addition to taking account of the criticisms above, the Commission
should consider whether the following itemg can be incorporated:
1. Traditional medicine (medicinal herbs)
- confirmation of the efficacy of medicaments used in traditional medicine
using scientific methods
- Promotion of systematic local cultivation of medicinal herbs
2. 
.epprop+g!_e pharmotechnologl
- Simple and cheap methods of producing basic medicaments in the developing
countries
- Simple diagnostic tests and methods of vector control
- Natural methods of vector control (e.9. ambrosia maritima, of which the
leaves and blossoms contain a powerful soluble mol-luscicide which is
effective against the snails carrying bilharziasis)
3. Vaccination
Priority for immunization rather than treatment with drugs.
4. Appropriate agricultural technology
- Compound animal feeds from local materials
- Processing of crops domestically
5. lpp_ropriate managemen
- Cooperatives and marketing
- Training of managers for work in developing countries.
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ANNEX I
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The tabre also indicates which countries are carrying out major research into tropical medicine'
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE ENVIRONMENT, PUBLIC HEALTH AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
Draftsman: MrS VCrA SOUARCIAIUPI
On t5 June 1981 the proposal for a Council decision was referred to the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
On 26 June 1981 the committee appointed Mrs SOUARCIAIUPI draftsman.
Ttre t--omrnittee considered the draft opinion at its meetings of I and 2
r)t.trrlrr.r 1981 and 20 Oetober 1981 and adopted it at the latter meeting by 14 votes
with J abstentions.
The following took part in the vote: IvIr 611ins, chairman, Mrs Squarciabpi,
draftsman, Mr Ceravolo (deputizing for Mr Segre), !1r Combe, tllr Ghergo, Miss HooPdr,
I"lrs Krouwel-VJ-am, Mrs Lentz-Cornette, Mrs ltlaij-Weggen, Mr Mertens, Mr Provan
(deputizing for Sir Peter Vanneck), Mrs Pfuvot (deputizing for tvlrs Scrivener), 
,
!1r Remil-Iyr Mrs Schleicher, Mrs Seibel-Entmerling, I"1r Sherlock, lvlrs Spaak.
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Introduction
The programme of research and development in the field of science and
technology for development is based on the principle that scientific knovr-
Iedge has remained a prerogative of the industrialized countries and thus
comeE within the context of the gradual redefining of the sharing of know-
how and scientific capacity between North and South.
The countries of the Third World are all totally dependent for tech-
nology on the industrialized countries, from which they must import the
means of their development in the form of plants, inEtruments and technological
systems conceived and developed for the technology-producing countries"
Expenditure on research in the Third World countries represents less
than 2% of the world total and 0.3% of their gross national Product, as
against 2% in the industrialized countries. In addition, research workers
in the developing countries number two for every 10,000 inhabitants as
compared with 27 in the USA, 10 in France and I in Denmark.
Technology transfers thus always in the same direction, from a small
number of industrialized countries to dependent countries via the multi-
nationals. In tg]O, 84% of the patentE granted to underdeveloped countries
werc issuert b1 companies from 5 countries (458 from the USA, anQ 44% ftom
cermany, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and France). It is therefore of
particular importance that the proposed decision submitted by the Commission
to the Council lays dovrn that information and inventions, whether or not
patentable, resulting from it shall belong to the Community.
The technology imported by developing countries often does not correspond
to their needs and may even act as a break on their develoPment" Furthermore,
the scientific backwardness of the dependent countries means that in many
cases their personnel are insufficiently expert to make the wisest choice.
In some cases again, Iocal experts have been trained abroad - a fact which
may make for cultural 'colonlzation' and hence unsuitability and dependence.
As regards the environmental problems referred to in the Progralnme, the
sound management of environmental resources may help to pronote, in developing
countries as elsewhere, a balanced society in which people's fundamental
needs are satisfiedl.
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Cooperation between developed countries and developing countries in
the field of the envirorunent signifies the recognition by both parties of
the fact that healthy an<l long-term development can be achieved only on
t,he bisi.s of a healtlty etrvironment and the appropriate management of
resources which must be preserved if irreparable damage is to be avoided'
1. SOIL PROTECTION, STABII.,IZATION ANtrD REGENERATION
1.1 In many areas of underdeveloped countries the environment is under
furious and ruthless attack. Mechanization in agricutture, cultivation
over vast areas, replacement of the origlnal mixed croPs by single-croP
farming, the eradication of weeds and linear planting have caused serious
harm to the envtronment, and, in particular, rapid goil erosion' In some
regions, moreover, introductiOn of the plough has damaged the soil, since
the ploughshare can reach the infertile rocky stratum and brings it up
to the surface, which after a few years leads to erosion and aridity-
L.2 An extremely serious problem is the process of desertification,
affecting notably the sahara desert, which advances some 15 kilometres
each year and conquers large areas of vegetation which man had been able
to exploit in various ways, thereby causing the deaths of hundreds of
thousands of people through drought and infertility of the Land.
1.3 Factors in the process of desertification, which is one of the most
atarming aspects of the general deterioration in the ecological balance of
arid and semi-arid zones, include periodic changes in the climatic conditions'
but al-so over-exploitation of barely fertile land which cannot support large-
scale crop-production or grazing. In addition, the fe11in9 of trees to
obtain energy can lead to erosion by wind and increased reflection of solar
energy by the denuded areas, thereby teducing the rain-storms which are a
feature of these zones.
L.4 Agricultural experts have suggested measures which should be adopted
immediately to check the advance of the desert: revegetation, reafforestation'
instaltation of windbreakers, planting of drought-resistant croPs, control
of stock-raising and, finally, a review of the irrigation systems, in order
to prevent the stagnation of water and the consequent Ealination of the land'
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1.5 An equally worrying development in Africa is the diminution of the rain
forests whose luxurious vegetation is being destroyed by the large-scale
felling of trees by international tinlcer comglanies. The deterioration is
extremely rapid: approximately I10,000 square kilometres of forest are
razed to the ground each year. The situation is particularly serious in
Ghana and the lvory Coast where, in certain areas, only I0% of the rain
forest remainE unaffected. A particularly alarming current development is
the mass deforestation taking place in the Amazon jungle which could have
serious ecological repercussionE all over the wor1d, as well as on the
environmental and sociaL EituatLon in Latin Anerica.
I.5 A further cause for concern is the use of wood as a cheap source'of
enorgy. In order to produce the celebrated Virginia tobacco the citizens of
the Third IaIorId must treat the leaves with warm air obtained from their
principal source of energy, namely wood. This process requires the burning
of one hectare of wood for each hectare of land growing tobacco, and thus
further impoverishes the forests which have already been seriously damaged.
In addition, many areaa used for growing tobacco are situated on the borders
of arid regions which are the most vulnerable to the expansion of deserts.
This is already happening in Ma1awi and Eastern Kenya.
2. ?IATER RESOURCES AI{D USE
2.1 l,[ater supplies in the underdeveloped countries give serious cause for
concern. It has been calculated that medically safe drinking water is not
available to approxinately 50% of the population of developing countries.
30,000 people die each day from illnesses caused by an inadequate supply of
guality-tested potable water.
2.2 The water programme launched by the IIN for the decade 1981-1991 provides
for studies and measures to j.ncrease drinking vrater supplies and states that
at the end of the programme there should be sufficient drinking water for the
entire worLd population. However, in order to achieve thiE objective, it
will be necessary to provide 500,000 persons with a ner'v source of drinking
water every day throughout the decade. This would appear difficult to
attain, although some experts have said they believe that most countries can
achieve the stipulated objectives.
2.3 Increased availabll-lty of water would also bring other advantages. In
particular, it has been calculated that women in developing countries
frequently spend up to sis hours a day in obtaining snall quantities of water.
This time and energy courd be put to better use in irnproving the family
holding, or in more active work in crafts and trades.
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2.4 Given the importance of water supplies for the physical and economic
well-being of the peoples of developing countries and for their very survival,
it would be advlsable to begin compiling inforrnation on the water resources
of underdeveloped countries so that d rrrErpr to be made as comprehensive as
possible, may be subsequently drawn up to permit the rational use of water
for the varloue purpoEes for which it is indispensable.
3. IMPROVEMETVI OF AGRICULTUhAI. PRODUCTION
3.1 Every year aninal epidemics, plant diseaEes and erroneous conservation
methods destroy at least one-thlrd of world agricultural output. Yet good
results could be obtiined within a short period. In India, for example,
vaccination campaigns have been carrled out against dieeases affeeting
poultry which cost approxinateJ-y I EUA per hundred chickens and which have
increased egg production sixfold.
3.2 In the poorest countries annual losses in livestock farming can be as
much as 60%, which meanE that almost tvro-thirds of the animal output of poor
countries is lost as a resutt of animal diseases. As regards plant diseases
and damage resulting from the improper conservation of food products, losseE
are undoubtedly greater. In addition, inappropriate conservation methods lead
to the consumption of contasrinated productE which are extremely harmful to
hoatth and may even be fatal.
3.3 Holvever, nutrerous possibilities for action, including short-term measures,
exist to combat plant and animal diseases. Some of the animal diseases which
particularly affect world production nay be combated, if not completely
eliminated, by vaccination campaigns which do not require enormous investment.
Immediate improvements in output can also be obtained by using antiparasite
products which require a greater but feasible degree of organization.
4. TRAINING
4.I The reguest for the introduction of training programmes extended to include
experts from Third Wor1d countrieE is prompted by the 'brain drain' which haE
been taking place for many yeara from underdeveloped countrieE to the
industriatized countries, thereby widening their economic disparities.
4.2 Between the early 1960s and the mid 1970E the developing countries lost
approximately 400,000 specialistB to the induetrialized countries. ivlore
specifically, between 1961 and 1976 62,OOO doctors and surgeons, 123,000
technicians and specialized workers and 1OO,0OO engineers and scientists from
the southern hemiEphere emigrated to the three States which are the principal
beneficiaries of this exodus, namely the untted States, Canada and the United
Kingdom.
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4.3 According to a Etudy by the WHO, Indla, which at the beginning of the
last decade had one doctor for every 5,000 inhabitants, iE the main supplier,
in absolute terms, of doctors to the lndustrialized countries, folloured by
the Philippines, Eaiti and Pakistan.
4.4 The brain drain from the Third World to the nain industrialized countries
represents a large-scale transfer of resources, equal to the cost of the
training of each emigrant in his country of orlgin. The Eum involved was
42,OOO million dollars in 1971-19'12, alsaost as mueh aE the official development
aid to the fhird World granted by the USA, Canada dncl the United Kingdom over
the same period (46,000 million dollars).
coNcLusIoNq
1. The progranune of research and development ln the fteld of science and
technology for development for 1982-1985, submitted by the Conunission to
the Council as a propooal for a decision, may be considered as an eEsentlal
first step totrards a more equal diEtribution of the technological and
scientific knowhow which is the" basis for limproved-tlevelopment throughout
the worId.
2. The priorities set out in the various sections - tropical agriculture
and medicine, health and nutrition - conEtitute a thoughtful albeit partial
selection inasmuch as they concern only a part of the problems requiring
solution in the economic and political context of the gap bettreen indust-
rialized and underdeveloped countries.
with regard to the tlwo sections it should be emphaaJ-zed that:
(a) an increase in food production '-ghould a6 f,ar ae possible
rroL have a detrimental effect on the environment, but'should on the
contrary be linked to protection and improvement of the environmenti
(b) as regards forests, alternative solutions should be sought to the
unchecked exploitation of forests as cheap sources of energy;
(c) a 
=tLrt should be made on the compilation of information on
water resources in underdeveloped countries as part of the European
Community's participation in the United Nations Water Decade so that a
map can be drawn up ensuring continuous supplies and a rational and
varied utilization of available water, for drinking and other purposes;
(d) studies and controls shouLd be carried out on the possible
environmental side-effects of the construction of water-use infrastructures
(caLc-hmcnL ar(]asr land drainage, cLc), including the effects which such
infrastructures may have on human health, given that water is the main
source of tropical diseases such as malaria, bilharziasis, onchocerciasis,
and filariasis, the victims of which may either be those who work on such
infrastructures or those who live in these areas even if they have advanced
economically;
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(e) while recognizing the problems particular to many developing
countries as regards pest control and crop protection and
acknowfedging that some of the agents used pose dangers, stresses
the need for continuing research for safer substitutes,
(f) the results of research on and instruction for preserving
agricultural products - particularly post-harvest techniques - and
the principles of environmental and food hygiene, should be
disseminated as widely as possible, by making use among other
things- of mass means of communication and taking p"rii.olar account of the
situation of women, who carry out at leaEt 70% of the agrj.cultural work and
who also, in rnost cases, run the family home;
(S) nutrition policies should be examined on the basis of the food
habits of each geographlcal and cultural area,
(h) in agricultural research - which is especially important in the
struggle against hunger in the developing countries - Particular account
should be taken of the different natural conditions prevailing in the
individual developing countries;
(i) one of the priorities should be to tfain paramedical staff as
well as to adopt measures to halt the exodus of specialists to the
industriaf ized countries ;
3.rnmedicineandhearthcare,priorityshouldbegivenineaehcaseto
the launching of an overall strategy not only for whole geogrraphical- areas
but also in order to lackle both traditional infectious diseases and newly
emerging diseases (tumours, mental illness etc' ) so that the current and
future requirements of the population concerned can be met more effectively'
4. In all cases it would seem desirable - given the modest amount of
appropriations allocated by comparison with the enormity of the
problems - to give priority to training programmes by making adequate
budget resources immediately availAble to ensure that, whilst making the
best- use of existing specialist institutions and facilities in the
European Community for this purpose, research workers in the developing
countries are entrusted more rapidly with technological and scientific
tasks and, at the same time, to halt the current massive brain drain
from the Third World to the industriaLized countries
5. Although a,r,nittedly it is not Possible to eetablish a single nethod for
the contracts provided for in the financial records, it is nevertheless
desirable that the contracts that are shown up ensure the most substantial
and satigfactory resul-ts, and not merely in administrative terms. I{ith
regard to these contracts, therefore, officia'Is from DG XII should be backed
up by officials from DG VIII, given the latter's particular knowledge of the
economic and social situation of the developing countries.
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OPINION OF THE COMT4ITTEE ON BUDGETS
Letter f rom the chairman to I,1r PONIATOWSKI, chairman of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation
Subject: Proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to
the Council for a decision adopting a programme of research
and development 1n the field of science and technology for
development 1982-1985 (Doc . l-271/8ll
Dear Mr Chairman,
At its meeting of. 17 /I8 March 1982 the Comrnittee on Budgets gave
its consideration to the above proposal.
The committee firstly ascertained that in the case of neither the
deeision proposed by the Commission to the Council relating to tropical
agriculture nor that relating to tropical medicine, health and nutrition
Lhc budgetary appropriations proposed by the Commission were sufficient
to meet the requirements of 'science and technology for developmentr as
referred to in the title of the prograrnme.
The financial statements attached by the Commission, which set
financial expenditure at 30 million and 10 million ECU respectively leave
a number of aspects unresolved particularly since, on the Commission's own
admission, they do not correspond to the latest situation. Furthermore it
is not clear whether, as is so often the case with research programmes,
further resources will be needed at a Later stage for the purposes of
exploiting and disseminating the results of research.
The Corunittee on Budgets therefore calls on the Committee on DeveLopment
and Cooperation as the committee responsible to examine carefully all
problems connected with the progranune and in particular the question of
guaranteeing effective use of the resources. For the reasons relating to
budgetary rules and policy referred to above, the Comrnittee on Budgets has
refrained from adopting a positive opinion.
Yours sincerely,
(sgd) Erwin LANGE
Mr LANGE, chairman, Iylr NOTENBOOIVI and Miss BARBARELLA, vice-chairmeni
Mr ABENS, Mr ARNDT, Mrs BOSERUP, I,1r CROUX, Mr GOUTHIER, Mr HABSBURG(dEputizing for Mr BARBAGLI),MTR.JACKSoN,N!r KAaA?IS, Mr NEwToN DUNN,
Mr PFENNIG, Mr VAN ROMpUy (deputizLng for Mr LEGA), Ivlr SABy,
Mr KONRAD SCHON; Mrs SCRIVF:NEIh atld Mr SIMONNET.
Present:
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